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DudCon I is Go!
/THYME has been fortunate enougfi to acquire a copy of DUDCON I PROGRESS REPORT 1 and its 
antecedent flyer. This sf extravaganza, undoubtedly destined to become the biggest and most amazing event in 
Australian sf history, has been much talked about but is still little-known. With thanks to Paul Ewins, we are 
pleased to reprint the text of the flyer and the PR here. Ed J

'Masquerade Award Categories:
Most Believable Transvestite Best Costume Made From Cardboard 
Dullest Performance Most Trek Costumes on the Stage at Once 
Most Inappropriate Use of a Revealing Costume

Con Award Categories:
Nastiest Fanzine
Bitchiest Club Committee
Most Hated Fan

Largest Con Organiser Ego 
Worst Over-reaction to Criticism 

Most Rip-offs in a Video

MainStrcam: Opening Ceremony & Banquet — Townhouse
Masquerade & Closing Ceremony — Diplomat
Video Program — Victoria

‘Alternate: Japanimation — Wodonga Travclodgc, Room 23
Gaming — Melbourne University High, 17—21/4/93

‘There will be a number of fundraisers run to support DudCon I prior to 
the event, some of which arc listed below:

‘Theme: Personal Hygiene in SF

Venues: Melbourne Townhouse, Diplomat, Victoria Hotel

‘Guests of Honour.
Media: Patrick Troughton (Subject to Availability)

A token NexiGen actor.
latcraturc: Terrance Dicks & William Shatner

‘Science: Harold F Peabody of NASA
(Designer of the Space Shuttle Toilet)

‘Fan Guest of Honour. Spud
‘Con Mascot Colin the Space Slug
‘Con (Charity. The Lost Dogs Home *

’ Note: Anyone wishing to dump an unwanted pet may do so at the table 
provided in the video room

‘Artshow Award Categories:
Macramc Objects
Painting of an Autopsy
Tie-Died Godzilla

Collage of Dried Bodily Fluids 
Pencil Drawing of a Slug 

Slightly Out Of Focus Photograph
Model of a Shuttle Toilet Made From Mashed Potato

26 January The Linda Blair Festival Cost $5, BYO Jaffas
12 February Milk Tasting Party Cost $20, BYO Food & Alcohol 
17 April Battle Beyond The Stars 10th Anniversary

To be held at the Hilton Ballroom. Formal Dress Required, 
Cost $100, bring a plate.

6—8 June Skirmish Weekend in Hoddle St
Cost $10, BYO Food & Ammo

24 September Bubblebath Party Cost $20, BYO Soap
3 November Phantom of the Opera Trip $4300, BYO Suitcase 

(Due to local performances being booked out we will see the London production)

DudCon Mugs Available!
These exquisite priceless ‘Reko’ brand plastic mugs, ‘Milky-Way* white 
and painstakingly hand painted by a dedicated artisan with the Con 
name in ‘Coal Sack’ black, are available at any MSFC meeting for just 
10c while stocics last — a rip-off by anyone’s standards!

Unfortunately, due to shipping problems (the mugs were not 
being damaged in the post) the mugs are no longer available by mail.
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DudCon I — Progress Report 1
‘Since the first flyer was circulated there have been some minor changes 
to DudCon. Firstly our major media guest, Patrick Troughton, is unable 
to attend due to ill health. We were hoping to replace him with a key 
member of the ST:TNG production crew but he is also experiencing 
health problems. At this stage we are negotiating with Joel Crecy, who 
played the Daggit in 2 episodes of Battlestar Galactica, and are hopeful 
he will be able to attend. On a brighter note our science guest, Harold 
F Peabody, will be able to talk about his contribution to the Stealth 
Bomber program which has just been declassified. Pm sure we will all be 
fascinated to hear about the technology required to gyro-stabilise the 
coffee-machine during 5G combat manoeuvres.

There has also been a change of venue for the video program. 
Due to unforseen circumstances we will be unable to use the Victoria 
Hotel. The video programme has been switched to the main lift of the 
Melbourne Townhouse. The mobile video programme is a world-first for 
sf conventions and is sure to be popular with all you agoraphobes out 
there. Due to the generosity of the ABC wc have been able to 
supplement the programme with 450 hours of Sheffield Shield cricket 
from the early eighties complete with the classic commentary of Alan 
McGilvray, and to round out our sports coverage wc have also included 
selected games from Channel 10’s VFA football coverage.

‘Following a certain amount of criticism of our support of the 
Lost Dog’s Home (and our innovative dump-a-pct programme) we have 
switched charities and are now supporting the Organ Donor scheme. 
Anyone enrolling in the donor scheme will be presented with a card that 
entitles them to 15 free cocktails at our ‘Get Pissed Quickly* party and a 
hire-car for you to drive home in.

‘For those of you unable to attend don’t forget that a supporting 
membership entitles you to a free ‘Colin the Slug’ T-shirt as well as the 
con book and discount vouchers to many of Melbourne’s leading 
laundromats.

‘Membership Rates: 1
‘Pre-supporting $5.00
‘Supporting $140.00
‘Attending (paid before 1/1/92) $140.00
‘Attending (paid before 1/6/92) $140.00
‘Attending (paid before 1/9/92) $140.00
‘Attending (paid before 24/12/92) $140.00

‘Please make all cheques payable to ‘Friends of Joh’ and send to 
the convention at 29 Station Street

‘Current Membership of DudCon I
T. Harold F Peabody

‘STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS

‘Another great fund-raising event has been added to the DudCon 
Calendar. Yes, on Saturday April 18 DudCon 1 will proudly present the 
first ever Backstabber’s Ball. This will be the perfect opportunity to catch 
up on all those people you haven’t spoken to in years. Tickets are only 
$75.00 and are available by writing to The Backstabber’s Ball’ at PO Box 
357. A full meal will be provided with drinks at Dance Club prices.’

THYME, ears to the ground as usual has also heard exciting rumours from 
an exceedingly reliable source in New Zealand who claims to have heard 
it from the man himself that DudCon is negotiating with his agent to fly 
Isaac Asimov out to be Overseas Literary Guest of Honour. Our source 
reports that this is ‘almost confirmed’ and that dead or alive, Asimov will 
attend. ‘He’s looking forward to the flight’, our source told us.

THYME has been impressed by the evident size and organisation 
of the con committee. To attend a Melbourne Science Fiction Club 
meeting is to be barraged on every side by DudCon Committee badges 
covering every possible contingency of organisational need. The last time 
we saw a Committee like this was Conjunction 2, or maybe Concave 1. 
We have no doubt it will be larger and better organised than either.

DudCon I - Lackey
Qreg ‘Jfitts

Publicity Oberfuhrer
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Fantasy V
Convention Report by Pauline Butler

[Fantasy V was held in Christchurch, New Zealand on 21 & 22 September 
1991. This report is reprinted from WARP 82]

Aaron and I went to check out Fantasy V. It was a hurried drive from 
Manapouri and we arrived at Russley Park, Christchurch at 7pm on 
Friday Night, giving us just enough time for a quick two hour browse 
through Scorpio Books and Kaleidoscope Comics — not nearly enough 
time!

I enjoyed the break from the sameness of life, but the exhaustion 
of travelling didn’t quite leave me, so that by Sunday I was feeling 
restless, and what with a continuous headache . . . However.

The panels at the con were really interesting, especially if you 
understood your subject well enough to interject with your own 
observations. Gillian Calvert’s talk on the history of THE LORD OF 
THE RINGS was great — she really knows how to communicate with an 
audience. The same is true with Jenner Thompson’s talk on Mythology.

I was very interested in the talk on Comics by Marty Martiaux 
(from Kaleidoscope Comics). I’m not a collector, but I do have my 
favourites. Now I know what happened to NightWing! (He’s the dude 
that used to be Dick Grayson’s ‘Robin'.) Guess where I’ll be spending 
money in the future (if and when I get some!).

My favourite event of the con was the Do-it-yourself Fantasy (a 
great idea that I’d like to use myself for future cons). Four groups of 
four were given either a hero, heroine, place, or villain, and had to write 
about our given subject. My team got the ‘hero’. Our hero had a lot of 

dreadful habits, such as eating fried egg/chilli chutney sandwiches (yum) 
and breathing on his victim — or if that failed, knocking them on the 
head with an old garlic sausage. John Knight’s team nad to create a 
baddie. I think that it may have been John’s influence, but there were 
vague similarities between our hero and the baddy (together they could 
create a lot of damage).

Anyway, after half an hour’s concentration, Murray MacLachlan 
read out a scenario, and would stop for each of the tour teams efforts. 
Much to all our surprise it worked very well, even with the different 
sexual persuasions/deviations. (I’m innocent, you do believe me?)

A bit of silliness that went down very well was ‘It’s in the 
Treasure Chest’. This is the sort of quiz to do if you’re really stupid (like 
the team that lost the main quiz really badly. . . ahem . . . shhh, I had a 
bad day!). The questions for this were along the lines of ‘How many 
wings does Pegasus have?’ (Phew, I’m glad I got that right!) So yeah, it 
was bad, but you had to get into the swing of ‘should I take the chocolate 
or the bag?’. I won some stickers for my fridge and Aaron got a $5 bank 
voucher — he’s on his way to getting a 1992 Tolkien Calendar!

It was great to sit and talk to Murray and Natalie — two people 
that I’ve never reaily had the opportunity to do so with. As well as giving 
Simon Greenfield a head massage to alleviate a headache, that passed the 
dance hours away quite nicely.

Usually there’s something negative to say about a con. This one 
valiantly soldiered on and could easily have developed into a bigger con 
theme, but I was really sad to notice a rather large hole in the 
Christchurch attendees. Okay, so it was a small con with one theme, and 
not everyone is into fantasy or one-theme cons, but then again when it’s 
in your own home town I would expect any differences on a social level 
to be put aside and [for] people to at least support each others efforts. 
The more people there are, the more to talk with and/or ignore. I don’t 
see that as a problem, but maybe I’m just too tolerant!

— Pauline Butler

‘I Have A Little List. .
Discussion by Kim Huett

[This item is reprinted from Kim's fanzine PREFERRED LIES 3. W? knew 
he wanted us to. ‘I suggest a THYME poll to discover which authors the 
readers of THYME would like to see brought to this country, ’ he suggests in 
his covering note. Kim may be found at PO Bax 679, Woden 2606. ]

I have been giving the subject of overseas guests of honour some thought. 
It passes the time when mowing the lawn. I should point out that I am 
confining myself to the subject of overseas authors. Since I don’t find 
much of interest in sf media and have no desire to meet actors from those 
few shows I do like, there is little point in me discussing them.

I think most fans in this country would agree that an overseas 
author at the natcon is well worth the extra cost. Since we don’t have 
many of our own they do become a little shop-soiled after the first year 
or two. Brininging in a new voice is well worth the effort, especially as we 
all have favourites we would like to see in the flesh. The trouble is 
choosing who it is to be can be deceptively easy. It’s all very well to say 
'let’s have X, I like X’s writing.’ The proces really requires more thought 
than that. Given some of the choices in the past I’m not sure the 
necessary homework has always been done.

The first step is to choose somebody reasonably popular. I don’t 
mean that it is necessary to only consider bestselling author. Whoever is 
chosen however should be someone a large percentage of the natcon 
attendees will have at least some interest in listening to. Whoever is 
chosen is going to be featured in the programme (or at least they should 
be) so it docs need to be somebody that people will want to sec.

On a purely commercial level a name author has drawing power 
in regards to casual attendees. Bring in an extra fifty or more on the 
strength of the name and your Goll costs are largely covered. This is a 
two-edged sword however as the more successful and popular your choice 

the more demands there arc on their time. The result is that even if they 
can free themselves they are likely to expect more in return for their time. 
While authors don’t expect to be paid appearance fees, it is reasonable 
that the committee pay for airline tickets and the like. A very popular 
author is likely to want more in regards to such freebies as a week or two 
in Austrlia can mean quite a bit in lost revenue. It is important then for 
the author to be somebody who the natcon can afford.

I think it is also adviable when choosing a GoH to try and find 
out how well each candidate has performed at other cons. If we are going 
to go to the expense of flying somebody in then the committee should try 
to provide a guest capable [of] performing well before a live audience. It 
would also be nice if they also mix well socially. As long as you have the 
first itme I think the second is optional myself. That’s just me though. 
I know cf many regular natcon attendees who believe the social skills of 
a GoH are just as important as any formal duties.

Just as long as whoever is chosen turns out to be a good GoH. 
Under the current economic climate we have only one shot at this per 
year and it’s a damn long wait if the choice doesn’t turn out to have been 
a good one.

Masybe some sort of poll should be attempted to find out which 
authors Australian fans would be interested in seeing come here. Now 
that’s something useful Greg and Mark could do with THYME. It 
wouldn’t provide all the answers of course but it would provide future 
natcon committees with a shortlist to consider. I’m sure they would be 
grateful for such information. After all, who wants to be remembered as 
one of the people who brought out ‘X’, who nobody but the persons 
making the decision liked. Not the sort of stigmata I would like to carry 
about for the next ten years myself.

— Kim Huett

/THYME has been considering a TH YME-po// for some time and has even 
canvassed some people regarding questions for inclusion. We are now open 
to general suggestions for topics, since a one-topic poll is likely to be 
uneconomic for the response it will get.]
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by Terry Frost

Grow Up, Fandom!

Eric

Weber’s WEBER 
WREVENGE.

The Japanese, in their need to be the cutting edge of innovation, have 
found a new way to die. It’s called karoshi and means ‘sudden death due 
to overwork’. Nihongo businessmen, it seems, simply drop down dead in 
bars, on railways stations, and at work from as combination of booze, 
cigarettes, and eighty hour weeks. We aren’t particularly well designed for 
the zaibatsu lifestyle, but the karoshi phenomenon reminds me of the fact 
that science fictional things happen all the time all around us.

When I joined fandom in 1979, fans were noodiing around with 
Tandy TRS-80 computers: 48 K of memory and a cassette tape drive that 
took two minutes to load a simple game of Hangman. Word processing 
meant 9-pin dot-matrix output with the dots-per-inch definition of an Uzi 
fired into a sandstone wall. Now Greg Hills has a machine on his desk 
that NASA would’ve given the left nut of every Mercury astronaut to have 
in the 1960s.

The world has become science fiction. If you don’t believe me,
ask yourself this: would you have believed in 1984 that the USSR would 
go free-market with astonishingly little violence (so far)? The very 
existence of the Commonwealth of Independent States reminds me that 
the future jumps out at us from very strange directions, wearing 
unexpected shapes. It also reminds those of us who spent our formative 
years with our heads buried in sf magazines and paperbacks that the 
future’s form doesn’t only come out of the USA. And if you think this 
semi-dystopic SF world is A Bad Thing, imagine if some other pulp genre 
had manifested as reality. A western, gothic horror, or worse still, Mills
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CY65... LOOK 
IkjTq rAy GT/ES -
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click '
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& Boon romance fiction or 
heroic fantasy. Doesn’t bear 
thinking about.

What all this has to 
do with fandom is this: I can’t 
recall the last time I saw an 
Australian fanzine looking at 
the ostensible ‘real world’ 
through sf eyes. (Just thought 
of two exceptions: 
Lindsay’s GEGENSCHEIN 
and Jean 
WOMAN’S 
The rest of us are just playing
with ourselves while contemplating our navels.) Too much junk-food
fanzines, not enough meat and salad.

Why do we write fanzines? I tried asking a bunch of faneds that 
once and with a couple of exceptions the replies were banal beyond belief. 
Most of them obviously had never contemplated the question to any real 
extent or depth. Most would settle for a giggle as a reader’s response to 
their efforts. They go for the quick, facile fix: the boiled lolly / half hour 
sitcom / two minute news grab fannish equivalent. The tv generation 
fanzine frisson.

Personally I’d rather see a small frown and hear a quizzical 
‘hmmm’. I like fanzines that challenge — even threaten — my ideas and 
ideals. I enjoy reading things that make me think about more than the 
dubious sanity of the author or editor.

Maybe fanzines were better in the days when more fans had 
smoked dope and dropped acid. Nothing widens the perspective more 
than the memory of an altered state of consciousness. Not into drugs? 
Try an isolation tank and turn into a pithecanthropus for a few hours. 
Wake up in the Zoo with a half-eaten barbary sheep in your mouth. 
Then go home and write a zine.

The human mind — like the computer — is both a tool and a toy. 
Play mind-games with it, but please come out of the kindergarten. The 
jokes, possibilities, and fancies are much better where grown-ups play. 
Forget this silly meme about ‘good’ fanzines never offending anyone. 
Good zines do. Often.

###

I actually received a letter about this column. Yep, one small 
splash as the pearls of wisdom are scattered into the deep, dark well of 
fandom. Helen Reilly, Secretary (not Sekketry) of Hongcon, the 1992 
Media Natcon, wrote a wise and witty letter after I did a column on the 
essential dowdiness of media cons. She agreed with me but gave enough 
evidence to convince me that Hongcon isn’t going to be like that. So all 
that stuff I said about mediacons doesn’t include Hongcon: they’re busting 
their reproductive organs trying to keep it fast, innovative, interesting, 
clever, and anything but an insult to our microtome-sharp intellects. I 
even forgive Hongcon for not being able to make me Fan Guest of 
Honour. (If Shane Morrissey dies, I’m still available.)

Oh, well, have a cool ’92, keep dodging the batons and 
horse-hooves of oppressive conformity, rust never sleeps.

— Terry Ernst
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j VIEWPOINTS [

The Great Melbourne 
Fannish Conspiracy

There is a tendency for out-of-staters to emit blasts of wrath over the 
way Melbourne Fandom is engaged in Mammoth and secret Conspi
racies to make the rest of Australian fandom look silly. Here’s a very 

mild example of the sort of thing we suffer
The toadies couldn ‘t have done anything more to cheapen the Dit- 

mars than the inclusion of "Best Fannish Cat", which, when I saw 
it on the ballot, impressed me not at all. I suppose my real gripe 
(and I suppose this is not even so much a gripe as a mildly wistful 
observation since I didn't get excited much about anything Ditmar- 
wise) was that it seemed to be an in-joke that we in WA were left 
out of. I sent off my survey form as to which jive categories (no 
pun intended) I would like in the ballots —an obvious choice being 
the five existing spots — and the next thing I learned was that there 
would be six categories, including "Best Fannish Cat", and here were 
all the nominations. Well, if that's how it goes at least I would have 
liked to have added our very own Princess to the list, and I’m sure 
that many cats in Penh felt similarly deprived. Was there some sort 
of sniggering conspiracy whisper going around Melbourne? Who 
teed this all up and how? And why wasn't I told?'

(Craig Hilton in ETHEL IT IE AARDVARK 38)

Craig’s next paragraph includes the noteworthy observation that ’If there’s 
one thing a fan can’t afford to be without it’s a sense of perspective, and 
really these issues aren’t worth losing any sleep over.’ But the elements arc 
there: Melbourne Fandom conspiring to make the others look silly and to 
exclude them from the secret. There’s even a bite at the inclusion of an 
illegal sixth category, with the implication that ‘Best Fannish Cat’'was 
added just because Melbourne wanted it, not because it actually garnered 
more nominating ballots than any other category. The ‘sixth’ category, the 
one that should not have been there is the one that got fewest nominations, 
namely (with apologies to Craig) ‘Artist’.

Jibing at extra Ditmar categories does not sound convincing 
coming from a state (WA) which awarded six Ditmars in 1989 under the 
same rules as applied in 1991. The issue here is not the extra category 
but the fact that one of the categories (note that I do not identify it as 
‘the extra one’) was an obviously silly one. That was the real sore point. 
If it had been ‘serious’ — such as, say, ‘Best Fannish Artist Living in 
Perth’ — it might have passed without more than a few sniffs; but it was 
obviously silly, a Melbourne ‘conspiracy’, and so was obviously Not On.

A few fen (of the non-cringing persuasion) ignored Jack Herman’s 
advice that ‘nothing interesting’ was going to happen at the Suncon 
Business Meeting and turned up anyway. They added the leavening touch 
of humour to the occasion with suggestions such as appending the words 
‘and spanked’ to the motion that the Suncon Ditmar Subcommittee be 
censured. Unfortunately they were howled down — the crowd wanted 
blood — and so we may miss the sight of Mark looney being paraded in 
manacles through the hallways of Syncon 92 on his way to be walloped 
soundly on the buttocks.

‘Best Fannish Cat’ did not even originate in Melbourne (though 
it is indeed here that it found its main voter base); the idea’s original 
perpetrator was Yvonne Rousseau, currently based in Adelaide. It should 
be admitted that Yvonne is still widely perceived as a Melbourne fan, but 
facts are facts. If Yvonne had thought it up a week or two earlier, it 
might even have had time to percolate into the depths of Perth and 
Sydney fandom, but unfortunately it was a last-minute flash that didn’t 
even have time to thoroughly irrigate the Melbourne grapevine let alone 
penetrate the less open soil elsewhere. The number of nominations 
garnered in a short space of time, however, indicates something of the size 
and activity of Melbourne fandom, and it is this size and activity which I 
believe is ultimately the cause of ire against Melbourne. But that’s not 
the exact point that I want to discuss here.

'Phc question might be asked, ‘If a number of fans from outside 
Melbourne, knowing no-one and nothing of the local scene, think there is 
something wrong with the way Melbourne relates to the rest of Australian 
fandom, then maybe, just maybe, there is a problem whether you want to 
believe it or not.’ This question has been asked indirectly — specifically 
regarding treatment of Guests of Honour by some Melbourne conven
tions, but set in a context relating it to the wider question. In fact the 
question is simply offensive, containing assumptions that should not be 
accepted unquestioned. To name three, there is the bipolar Melbourne/ 
rest of fandom division of a very complex social dynamic which cannot be 
so simplistically resolved, the idea that ignorance equals knowledge (“we 
don’t know anything about you but we know you have a problem’), and 
the assertion that nobody in Melbourne thinks there is a problem. If ‘an 
insult is an insult whether it’s intended to be or not’, I would conclude that 
the problem here is more likely to lie with the questioner than the 
questioned. Here’s an observation from Bruce Gillespie:

‘I find it hard to imagine a thing called Sydney Fandom. It seems 
to be made up of small groups of people. I am told that various 
combinations of them meet from time to time. But for a while the 
only fans producing fanzines lived way off in the Blue Mountains, 
and one never heard from the others. Some seem to be merely fans 
of a Sydney sf writer who doesn ’t produce fanzines. Some appear 
to be followers of Jack the Prophet. Others are mentioned in 
dispatches. Someone should publish a physiognomy of Sydney 
Fandom, so we can be sure there is such a beast. ’
(Bruce Gillespie in THE TOTAL ANIMAL SOUP OF TIME 2) 

To this TOTAL ANIMAL SOUP editor Terry Frost (originally a Sydney
sider, now in Melbourne) noted: . I used to get into really deep shit 
when I lived up there for expressing similar opinions to yours.’ To suggest 
that, for example, the Sydney fannish house is not in order is to thrust 
oneself into the very teeth of the lion. Bruce was talking about Sydney 
‘literary’ fandom, of course; I understand that media fandom up there 
may be in somewhat better condition.

Part of today’s problem, highlighted last issue by Annie 
Hamilton’s letter, is a lack of understanding between the old and the new. 
While browsing the mouldering stacks of my fanzine accumulation 
recently, I came across SWEETNESS & LIGHT 3 (July 1988) by Jack 
Herman. 'Ibis contained an insightful item by Leigh Edmonds on 
Australian ‘Fourth Fandom’ which is prophetic in its observations yet 
mistaken in its conclusions, and also a plea from Glenn Tilley:

‘Glenn Tilley draws our attention to the need for Conjunction to be 
billed as a lit-media crossover con: "The MSFC, as you have shown, 
is perceived by fandom in general as being ‘media’ based. This, in 
fact, is not true, as the existence of one of Australia’s largest club 
libraries goes to prove.

"'But the fact that we’re perceived to be ‘media’ fans (fen) 
and also the fact that this con is being run jointly by the MSFC and 
Huticon "90 [means] that >rc have a strong case for paranoia.
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7>ue there have been cons that cater for both streams, but they have 
had experience at running cons oefore. Now along comes a group 
that is primarily accepted as media fans and they are running their 
first con. The trouble with trying to get something like this off the 
ground with that lack of familiarity is just plain difficult. It is all 
right for you to sit there and give judgement. If you wanted to start 
a con, everybody would just say “Oh, there's another Jack Herman 
con, they are pretty good cons. ” But trying to start out new with 
nobody knowing what kind of con you are going to run, then some 
people are going to dismiss you straight out.

“As much as you can try to convince yourself that media 
and lit fans are getting together, there is still the fact that they tend 
to go to their own "Natcon " and when there is none of these cons 
ihal cue well-known for combining the two streams, they still tend to 
congregate at their own cons."

‘Which is all fine except that Conjunction made it sound 
like it was doing something new, instead of billing itself as another 
con in the tradition of the Kinkons, Syncons and Swancons that 
have appealed to all sections of sf fandom.’

What Jack did not then understand (he may have done so since) 
is that Conjunction really did do something new. It did not just add extra 
media streaming to an otherwise ‘literary’ convention; it involved literary 
and media fans at every stage of planning, with a committee deliberately 
drawn from both sides of the fence and a programme designed to appeal 
to fans of both streams. This was a step forward from the Kinkons, which 
simply did their own thing and ignored the lit/media boundaries, and 
from Eastcrcon ’87. which was the con (primarily ‘literary’) at which New 
Wave Fandom realised it had its own separate identity, and quite a 
different thing from the enhanced video programme which is the main 
‘media’ feature of cons such as the Syncons and Swancons, which cons are 
seen (by many media fans) as ‘lit’ cons (yes, even Swancon 17).

They made mistakes. They were bound to. But with a couple of 
conventions under their belt now and more coming they arc no longer 
novices. Nor arc they a weird fringe on the edge of fandom. They are 
becoming the mainstream here in Melbourne as local BOFdom moves 
over to raising families and paying mortgages. Similar groups have 
appeared elsewhere.

THYME itself, ‘TheAustralasian SFNews Magazine', is edited and 
published in Melbourne and contains heavy helpings of Melbourne news. 
Surely this may be seen as evidence of Melbourne parochialism, the idea 
that we are the fannish hub? We have certainly heard of such complaints 
in the past, though Mark and I have yet to hear them directed at our own 
incumbency. Yet the observation can be explained more logically as a 
simple consequence of proximity. The news that appears in THYME is 
whatever we receive between deadlines. We have rejected no interstate 
news, though we have rejected some Melbourne news to keep the page 
count down. We want interstate news but in its absence we will publish

The More It Changes . . .
Voices From the Past

*. . . The Second Australian SF Convention held in Sydney last year. 
Here we [have] a truly amateur gathering, by virtue of the fact that 
there is practically no original professional magazine activity in 
Australia. Because of this, the only truly professional activity that one 
can indulge in, is the selling of stories to the American field (as in the 
case of Doug Nichoison) or the selling of stories locally as in the case 
of Frank Bryning, Norma Hemming and others.

‘In Australia the situation is vastly different to the American 
scene, in that there is no vast horde of up and coming authors, 
editors, illustrators, etc from whom to conscript the programme. The 
organisers have to do more than list those who have been induced to 
attend, and leave the preparation of the speech to the individual 
concerned. They have to be responsible for the fact that every detail 
is suitable, and on time, and the only experience they had to draw 
upon was a smaller gathering the year before which attracted only 60 
attendees.

Hie event itself attracted over 80 fans, and in spite of a few 
spots here and there, provided a good two days entertainment and 
instruction in sf for those who attended. While being a relatively 
small affair as overseas conventions go, for a country with the 
population of Australia, and the vast distances to be travelled, the 
attendance could be considered remarkable; and particularly the fact 
that there were attendees from a total of five states. This was the 
first time in Australia that any significant interstate contact had been 
achieved, and the past year has done much to consolidate the position. 
This I think is the most outstanding thing which comes to mind when 
looking back on the event.’ ■«

— Lyell Crane 
in EMIER1JNE 27, Easter 1954 j

the news we can rely on — the news we pick up by attending local events 
and talking to local fans. No Melbourne conspiracy is needed to explain 
the phenomenon, simply an abundance of local news and a relative dearth 
of interstate news. Similar explanations exist for most of the awful things 
Melbourne is supposed to have done.

In the end, this whole anti-Melboume brouhaha is pointless, des
tructive, and childish. But it won’t go away if we ignore it or respond with 
anti-Queensland, anti-Sydney, anti-Perth aggro. Forty years of intercity 
squabbling shows that clearly. Can we make 1992 the year Australian 
fandom grows up?

-Greg Hills

letters}

Under Fhyre
James Allen At the risk of starting a small controversy I
PO Box 41 feel I must comment on Annie Hamilton’s
West Brunswick 3055 letter in the last THYME. In reference to 

Huttcon I was the Treasurer and yes I do 
live in Melbourne. I was one of two committee members who do. The 
other three were from interstate — two from Sydney and one from Bris
bane. There was no way therefore it was a Melburnian committee. The 
problems of co-ordinating an ‘Eastern Seaboard of Australia’ committee 
were interesting. 1 am annoyed by Ms Hamilton’s generalisation and 
sweeping but inaccurate denunciation of our committee.

A further point made at great length concerns our Guest of 
Honour, Ed Bishop. 1 know he went on a bus tour of Melbourne. He 
told me so. He told all the committee. He also went to sec a play at the 
Atheneaum Theatre — he was interested in live theatre. 1 think he went 

on the bus tour with one of our committee, but I could be wrong. I know 
he spent a day in Melbourne on his own; he asked to go off alone and 
said he felt he knew his way around sufficiently. I got the impression he 
didn’t always want his hand held. OK we made mistakes. Yes the error 
when fid was left behind at the banquet was spectacularly stupid and an 
insult (however inadvertent) to him. I have apologised to him personally 
about that. I am sorry, Australian fandom; I made a mistake when a lot 
of people were looking at me. 1 am not Melbourne fandom. Huttcon was 
not run by Melbourne fandom. I don’t know of any great unity that such 
a sweeping generalisation refers to. OK, an insult is an insult. I think I 
have already answered the comment about ‘Melbourne cons’with respect 
to my National Con. Maybe Annie Hamilton’s letter helps. It caused me 
some grief, but I am sure it was intended to. 1 hope this is a reasonable 
response from a Melburnian. ■»’
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Guests of Honour
Annie Hamilton Firstly, I wish to apologise. It was never my
Ipswich, Old intention to imply that it was THYME or its

editors at fault when I wrote that ‘only when
2 Fan GoH is hard done by does an editorial address the issue’. Quite 
the contrary. In fact, I applaud your action in finally raising the issue at 
what I agree was an appropriate time. I do not hold you responsible for 
the omission of others. I was actually referring, obliquely I admit, to the 
fact that previous correspondence on this issue to other newsletters has 
been ignored, or edited severely, deleting all references to specific 
incidents, thereby negating all potential impact and precluding informed 
comment.

However, I must re-iteratc that i am not eschewing inflammatory 
statements any longer. There is a problem and it has been made clear to 
me over several years that it is not going away and it will not be solved 
by polite discussion. ‘Reasoned responses’ in the past have basically 
consisted of rationalisations and denials that the iiwidciits ever happened. 
It is better to get the matter out in the open than to have it continually 
swept under the carpet. It seems that ‘insults' arc what it lakes.

Nevertheless, the politicisation of the matter is not at my 
instigation. The clear assertion that I have it in for Melbourne fandom 
is inaccurate, and the attempt to excuse the wider body of fans by stating 
the obvious is merely a diversion. Melbourne fandom is enormous, 
diverse and fractured. Yes, but so what?

Sydney fandom is enormous, diverse and fractured. Brisbane 
fandom isn’t enormous, but it is diverse and fractured. I would have said 
what I said regardless of which city it happened in. Again I ask the 
question: is it significant that it is possible to single out Melbourne?

There is a small body of fans up here who among them have been 
to thirty different local and interstate cons (both ‘lit’ and ‘media’) and in 
our experience, only the cons I’ve already cited are the ones who’vc 
insulted their guests in public. Again I ask, is it coincidence?

1 am not trying to hang a pointless guilt trip on anyone — I am 
simply trying to raise fannish consciousness to a level where we can be 
reasonably hopeful that incidents of like nature don’t happen again. If it 
takes a less than ‘reasoned response’ to achieve this end, then I will have 
accomplished what I set out to do. I’ve learned the hard way that nothing 
will be achieved by pretending certain incidents never happened, or by 
washing our hands of the problem and suggesting that it’s someone else’s 
responsibility.

The reputation of Australian fans has been tarnished by the 
actions of a few individuals. We cannot undo what has been done. But 
wc can look to ourselves, make sure we don’t repeat the same mistakes, 
and inject common courtesy into our dealings with future GoHs, be they 
fan or professional.

[If you wished to avoid 'politicising' the matter, you should have 
avoided statements such as the paragraph starting 'Indeed, "incomp
rehensible" is a fitting description for what a number of interstate 
fans have begun to perceive of the Melbourne scene’, and the one 
further down that puffed Queensland as a land of sweetness and 
good manners. Inflammatory, yes — but the wrong way.

[We expected mm written response to your letter than we 
actually received; but we were deluged with verbal responses, many 
of which included assertions that Melbourne conventions are not the 
only ones which have mistreated their GsoII. We regret that in the 
absence of written testimony we will not report these counter-claims; 
nor, since we were not present at the interstate cons, do we attest to 
their truth. The one person who put their pen where their mouth 
was is James Allen, whose letter appears on the previous page and 
is, we think, worth reading (as well as being reasoned).

[That we agree the matter needed airing should hardly 
require stating by now; that running your letter in full was the only 
way to print it follows, since what is left out often becomes more 
contentious than what is printed, and it was our intention to lance 
a boil, not (only) to stir up a storm. Greg]

Viva Macbride!
Beky Tully Thank you for the recent issue of THYME
33 Cameron St (85)- What excellent presentation and
Coburg 3058 reading. It’s very interesting and amusing to

read people’s viewpoints regarding 
conventions and treatment of Guests of Honour.

I would particularly like to comment on Craig Macbride’s article 
Concave in Context on page 8. Firstly I would like to thank Craig for 
writing such an article. It’s great to see that someone like Craig is willing 
to write such an article. I was once on the Concave 2 committee, as 
Secretary. I was there in the early days of the formation of the commit
tee. I left for reasons similar to Craig’s. I can remember committee 
meetings turning into video nights and the Guest of Honour changing 
every month. It’s a pity things weren’t handled in a professional manner. 
Treatment of Karen Pender-Gunn as Fan Guest of Honour was 
disgusting! I only hope apologies were given to Karen by the organisers. 
Thank you, Craig, for the article once again.

On a lighter note, great article by James Allen. I had been to two 
out of three conventions, Conquest and Vampiricon. I felt that James 
Allen’s points of view were fair and the article was well written.

Grand High Witches View From Outside
David L Russell 
196 Russell St 
Dennlngton 3280

Re your THYME 85 Vampiricon report and 
Karen Ogden as Grand High Witch, Karen 
was dressed as Miss Ernst, TTic Grand High 
Witch from the movie THE WITCHES

Steven Probosch 
8 Bogong Ct 
Forest Hill 3131

Fandom is simply something 1 have not yet 
had the time to grasp fully. I don’t quite 
understand it. I mean, the philosophy 
involved is simple; communal appreciation

starring Angelica Houston, based on Roald Dahl’s book THE WITCHES.
'Hie plot: the evil witches plan to put a magic potion in the lollies 

of Britain which will turn all the children into mice. Hence Wendy 
Ratter’s ‘I hope there arc no children in the audience’. ”

[My report stands duly amended. I am unfamiliar with that book
and film. No doubt 1 missed important nuances in other costumes 
as well —the peril of the neophyte. Greg]

of a specific genre is something 1 am perfectly familiar with, but to be 
perfectly honest. . . well... it was the abbreviations that really threw me.
‘What in Hell,’ I would think, ‘is a GoH? Then came FGolI and GsoII 
and, horror or horrors, ST:TNG. I began to panic. ‘How am I going to 
communicate with these people if 1 don’t know their language? I want 
them to read my stories but I’ll never be able to understand them, 
aaarrrggghhh!’
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Then it hit me. (‘Thanks,’ I said, *1 needed that.’) Even if I could 
decipher these rampant initialisations the actual content would remain 
beyond me. I need to live it for a while, ease myself in gently. It would 
all become clear in time.

I took a few deep, cleansing breaths. A short stroll around the 
gardens helped to relax me further. I was calm. I sat down calmly on the 
chaise longue and began to flick through my copy ot THYME again, 
nutting this thing out properly.

It is all very ‘in’ stuff. I mean, the details, dates, facts and figures 
are all there, fine. Ahh, I see Ncwtcon is happening at last . . . hmm, 
between 6—8 March ’92. I’il have to see if I can make it tnis time. It’s 
one of those Trek Relaxacons don’t you know. — Now, does this mean 
a nice, relaxing way for Star Trek fans to meet and chat over a few quiet 
expresses or do a whole bunch of people meet and simply take a long 
walk or drive into the hills to relax for the weekend (sounds lovely, 
doesn’t it). Don’t get me wrong, I don’t mean to criticise. I am simply 
stating the view of an ‘outsider’, or to be more exact, a ‘Fringe Dweller'.

Contrary to popular opinion, 1 am not exactly the type of person 
that requires repeated bludgeoning with large bits of four by two before 
I begin to understand or pick up on things. I, also, am a great lover of sf, 
fantasy, and horror in every format from hardback to floppy disk, and I 
have learnt a lot from what I have read so far in THYME and THE 
MENTOR. Yet it still remains largely a mystery. 1 still feel like an 
outsider. (This, of course, makes perfect sense. These magazines arc 
only made for and by a specific group of individuals, individuals that know 
‘Golls’ on a first-name basis and have first hand/third hand gossip on 
what really went down at Huttcon.

From my personal POV (Point of View —see, I’m getting better) 
real, dedicated fandom is like another, fascinating universe, full of weird 
and wonderful, intelligent and committed human beings. (Well. . . largely 
human beings.) But I have unfortunately noticed a particularly disturbing 
and ugly thread running through these ranks.

It could be labelled snobbery, or elitism or even a kind of bigotry. 
Letters from Grai Hughes and Pamela Boal in THE MENTOR 72 
absolutely recked with it. From the little I could gather Peter Booth had 
written some disturbing comments in the previous issue. Mr I lughes and 
Mrs Boal, among others, were replying. Admittedly I cannot comment on 
what Peter actually wrote — perhaps it was even as objectionable as the 
replies indicate — but resorting to personal abuse no matter how 
‘intellectually stimulating’ that abuse may be, is frankly childish. Mr 
Hughes’ letter displayed the most ridiculous case of intellectual snobbery 
I have ever seen.

Surely one of the greatest gifts an author could wish for is the 
ability to place oneself in another’s situation and to understand and 
empathise completely. That is what characterisation is all about. I would 
hope that Grai Hughes expresses that ability in his stories, because it 

doesn’t show in his correspondence.
The letter from Annie Hamilton in THYME 85 displayed that 

same trait in glowing letters, although this time it was directed at an 
entire city rather than just one person.

I also gleaned a note of dispute between media and literary fans. 
Is this true? If so . . . WHY? Movies are bom from books and books 
arc bom from movies (although less regularly)

Basically, at ground level, we are all lovers of the same things. 
We all feel that uniqueness in each other, that special click when chatting 
with another fan. That happens regardless of the other’s background, 
race or familiarity. Spoiling that ideal because the last ‘con’ didn’t go 
quite according to plan is foolish to the point of illegality in my opinion.

Then again, I’m only an outsider.
[Sounds to me like you found the inside pretty quickly. The only 
thing you need to work on is the realisation that no-one else knows 
everything that is going on either. Run your eyes over David 
Russell’s letter above. I've been into sf since 1967 (I was 9), into 
fandom since 1977 (I was 19), and 1 still missed nuances in an 
area outside my ‘usual’ stomping grounds. There have been sepa
rate literary’ and ‘media’ fandoms in Australia for years. This is 
breaking down now thanks to the efforts of people who think it’s silly 
and who have the contacts on both sides to make their efforts felt. 
IVe are not, I hasten to add, trendsetters in the breakdown; 
TIIYME, like the good news magazine it would like to be, is simply 
reporting the progress of that breakdown and trying to see where it’s 
leading. Greg]

Bring On The Recruits
Jacq Fells
Known Space Books 
96 Gawler Place 
Adelaide 5000

The number one thing I’ve got to say is that 
I like the current version of THYME a lot! 
So you’ve got at least one fan on your side. 
A couple of things presentation-wise. I 
actually liked the logo you were using up to 

#84 but the current one is OK too (I’d better watch myself here or Irwin 
& I will be starting up the first logo-feud in fandom). Also to digress 
slightly 1 read Brian Forte’s LoC in #85 and that level of pcdanticism is 
typical of Brian and I’d ignore it. I read a lot of journals in various fields 
of science and elsewhere and I’ve seen a huge amount of variance from 
what he proposes. Personally I think it’s far more important to be 
internally consistent so that the reader’s subconscious registers the nature 
and type of the infomiation being presented at each encounter.

The one thing I would change is that I would return to the use of 
coloured paper for the front page — I know it is more costly than plain 
white but it gives the appearance of the zine do much more bite, 
especially for those copies going into bookshops as mine do.
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This brings me to the intended meat of my letter. I admit at the 
start that I am biased towards the idea of retailing as a ‘good thing’. 
There has been a sort of low-level controversy simmering in Adelaide for 
quite a while now. It seems to have started when I asked AUSFA if I 
could have five copies of NEMESIS per issue to sell in the shop. To para
phrase the response I received at the time, the answer was ‘No, because 
fanzines shouldn’t be sold!’ In the old days when the Black Hole 
Bookshop was at its peak, if I remember rightly NEMESIS was virtually 
thrust upon the shop to the point that more copies than were actually 
saleable used to hang about the place for up to a year later. No-one 
really minded much so long as AUSFA got their cost back on the issues 
sold and the shop got 50 cents to a dollar on each copy to make it 
worthwhile to give it rack space in the first place.

It is necessary to remember that any retail business will look at 
any potential item of stock with the thought uppermost in mind being 
‘What’s in it for me?’. If you arc going to stock something which is going 
to return less cash than normal to yon for the shelf space it occupies (which 
fanzines generally do) then there has to be some other benefit to balance 
out the profit you give away by not stocking something cither more 
saleable or which produces a higher margin, i perceive this benefit docs 
exist, and it is best explained as follows.

Fandom is a constantly changing entity in just the same way as 
any other societal group or subculture. 'Hie health of fandom rests on its 
ability to attract replacements somewhat in excess of the numbers of 
people who leave in any given period. If the available pool of committed 
fans is too small then various things can be predicted: 1) that the 
committed fans will feel overworked and some of them will leave/scale 
down their commitment, 2) the remainder will feci put upon/betrayed, 
form a wagon circle and adopt an us Vs them mentality, and 3) 
recruitment into a group in this state of mind is extremely difficult.

This can be avoided by a little active recruitment. I must admit 
to feeling a little evangelical about fandom in general, but I am not 
advocating anything drastic like foot in the door canvassing! I’ll leave that 
to the fringe religions. All I am saying is that many of the traditional 
sources of newfen have diminished over the years so perhaps it’s tinie to 
try other things. Potential new fans are like currants in a bun — you have 
to come to the attention of the entire bun to reach the currants.

Some people seem to be really worried about the loss of some 
special ‘fannish’ essence if there is a large influx of new people into 
fandom — for myself I find it unlikely. We need to remember that every 
person is an individual with their own traits and abilities so all we need 
to do as a group is encourage a new fan to find their own voice. You also

need to remember that fandom can only gain people who find fandom 
iiself attractive when they are exposed to it, sc there is an immediate 
selection process in place.

Another thing that existing fans tend to forget is that fandom is 
intimidating from the outside. I mean here are all these people who have 
obviously known each other for years off in a comer spouting a virtually 
incomprehensible language at each other — would you interrupt such a 
group? I can’t speak for fandom before about 1975, nor for fandom be
yond Adelaide, but the following relates how I was recruited to the pool. 
The experience may well bring back a few hoary old memories in others.

My first sf book was Andre Norton’s CATSEYE which 1 
discovered in the local Council Library about the age of 10. After about 
18 months I had exhausted the Council Library pool of sf and I moved on 
to the State Children’s Library which lasted about the same time and I 
moved on to the Adult landing Service, using my mother’s Library Card. 
Once I had an independent income of my own I started buying books 
instead of just reading them and the nucleus of an obsession was born. 
During all of this time I was a solitary individual, generally suffering the 
excoriation of my supposed ‘peer group’ and totally unaware of any social 
grouping which would fit my ow.. apparently peculiar taste

By the mid 70s I had a well developed habit, not only for sf but 
also for comics, magazines and anything else which seemed to fit the 
pattern. My introduction to fandom was, in fact, entirely accidental. 1 
was searching through a city book exchange looking for some Marvel 
Comics I didn’t already have when 1 was approached by a rather strange - 
looking person who suggested that if 1 was interested in comics I should 
try the Black Hole Bookshop. 1 was rather taken aback by this at the 
time but avarice (the emotion at the heart of many a true collector) won 
out so along 1 went. On arrival I was even more hesitant as the place was 
at the time a black hole indeed; the stairs going down from the street to 
the basement level being flanked by a huge pair of ominous black-painted 
wooden doors. Gradually I drifted into the habit of arriving on Fridays 
about 6pm and staying all evening until the shop closed. These Friday 
gatherings were for many years the heart and soul of Adelaide fandom 
and I truly think it was their disappearance in 1986 which did more to 
damage fandom in Adelaide than any other single factor.

My point in mentioning all this is that I was recriuited to fandom 
by a bookshop* rather than by writing letters or going to a convention or 
whatever. It is really only this year that some of this feel has returned to 
fandom for me since we now seem to have a nucleus going again on 
Friday nights at my Gawler Place premises, and it is as yet still hanging 
on a very thin thread (by which I refer to my current financial difficulties 
in keeping the shop going to provide such a forum for discussion!). What 
I really want to get across to others is how fragile a chain of circumstance 
led to my ever noticing the existence of fandom at all. I am absolutely 
sure there are very many potential fans out there in the general 
population but we can’t get them on board if they don’t know we exist. 
Just to use my own contacts as an example — my shop has a mailing list 
of about 600 names, about half of which are fairly regular customers 
rather than one-off special orders. Knowing the others fairly well I’d say 
that about 10 to 20 percent of them arc neofen in embryo. That is a 
potential recruitment to fandom of 30 to 60 people, and in a fan pool the 
size of Adelaide’s that’s a very sizeable increase.

Finally, I’d like to say this, in regard to ‘professional con running’ 
and the like. There is a creeping idea in general Australian society that 
doing something for money is somehow grubby or demeaning. It is 
associated with the idea that ‘amateurism’ is somehow noble and 
something to be aspired to and it is frequently accompanied by the idea 
that wherever ‘professionals’ and ‘amateurs’ compete the ‘amateur’ 
somehow loses out. We have just had a glaring example of that here in 
South Australia with the continuing row over the role of volunteers in 
both the Country Fire Service and the St John’s Ambulance Brigade. It 
is about time that someone put a stop to this and started to think about 
the word ‘professional’ in its sense of paid competence, or reward for the 
use of a skill.

There is nothing inherently wrong in the idea of paying someone 
lor the use of a skill on your behalf. It should not be forgotten (hat 
amateurs are also ’paid’ for their efforts in other coinages than money — 
egoboost, friendship, etc. If a convention committee decides that the best 
way to get something done is to pay someone to do it that’s up to them.
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If a ‘professional’ brought in to do a 
specific task tries to encroach into 
other areas the group employing 
them has every right to say ‘No, I’m 
sorry but we’re doing it this way.’ I’d 
also be very surprised if any sf- 
related convention would ever 
consider bringing in someone from 
outside at all unless the people 
concerned were themselves already 
cither fans or at the least sympathetic 
to the aims of fandom.

My experience of life in 
general has been lhai uue excellence 
in performing any skill is a rare and 
valuable thing and you should make 
use of such excellence whenever & 
wherever you find ii. Not only that 
but people doing well should be 
encouraged to do better, and so on. 
I, like Harry Andruschak, would like 
that chance to attend a WorldCon 
but it is my gut feeling that if we cannot get organised enough to mount 
a credible bid (1 still have an A in '83 Vegemite lid badge, after all) we 
don’t really deserve to get a WorldCon, and we’d have a hell of a job 
running it if we did get it! ”
* .'. Healliiy txx>kshop almcspherc generates hcallhy fandom as a side effect!

Her Annual Fanac
Anne Thompson Well 1 figured that as my subs are due, it
Westcourt, Qld was about time that this inactive member

sent in her once yearly contribution as well 
as her 312. For the last 12 months 1 have lived here in Cairns (but it 
might as well be the moon as far as sf & f goes!). I haven’t been to a 
convention for about two years and after reading your con reports I 
realise how much I miss them, and the monthly sf meetings I used to 
attend when I lived in Adelaide. I enjoy reading your con reports and 
find that I get a much better ‘picture’ when you include 2 or more views 
of the same con. I wasn’t too thrilled over your first two issues of 
THYME, however I did enjoy #85 — so keep it up and don’t take the 
‘knockers’ to heart!

Regarding articles and artwork, you haven’t published any 
guidelines for contributions; are there any? Eg for artwork, particular 
types of work — are photocopies acceptable?

As for your efforts to try & merge ‘lit’ and ‘media’, I hope it 
works, as I’m interested in both of these aspects and one ’zine is much 
easier for me than having to walk the boards looking for zines in each 
field. Distance doesn’t help either — at least books & videos are 
relatively easy to get up here. Magazines occasionally turn up, but I only 
find them because I visit 4—5 newsagents every week; it is the only way 
to get anything up here.

[Artwork should be either column width or page width — that is, 
8.75 cm or 18 cm wide. Height open (not too tall). Odd sizes will 
probably be reduced or enlarged. Black on white paper. We prefer 
good sharp photocopies to originals. Avoid very fine lines and use 
halftones at your own risk (our printer can’t hack them)! We prefer 
‘topical’ over ‘generic’ subjects in both articles and artwork. 
Humour is good. Con reports (500—2000 words), reviews of current 
books or movies (200—500 words). Reviews should include full 
publishing info (see Books & Magazines). We do not publish 
fiction (well, not as such). Greg]

Context
Joseph Nicholas 
5A Frinton Rd 
Stamford Hill
London N15 6NH, UK

Originally, I hadn’t intended to reply to your 
comments, in the introduction to the 
criticisms in THYME 85 of the Concave 
committee meetings, about my call for 
THYME to strive to introduce more context 

into its reporting of Australian fandom; but I spent part of this morning

at work reading a (surprisingly, given 
its origins) jargon-free report on 
communications within the NHS 
Management Executive which in 
some respects seemed to touch on 
just the same issue — from a 
perspective which might help clarify 
what I mean.

I’ve addressed the issue of 
‘context’ on other occasions, albeit 
never in THYME: you may recall a 
long article about Australian fanzines 
published in an issue of PULP in late 
1986 which devoted some time to 
explaining the concept. Although I 
no longer have a copy of that article 
and so cannot quote it directly, I was 
concerned not with the piling on of 
additional information — which is 
essentially what the criticism of the 
Concave committee meetings docs — 
but with the writing itself. I was

concerned that it should demonstrate, from its angle of approach, its 
choice of words, its attitude towards the wider world, its style, that its 
author had a clear sense of the relationship between the events and 
personalities being described and the fandom of which they were part; 
that the connections between them and the reasons they mattered should 
be apparent from the writing itself.

This absence of context — not unique to Australian fandom, but 
perhaps most noticeable because it is a more distant, even a more 
isolated, English-language fandom — is not improved by statements 
beginning as did the card from Mark Loney which sparked my comments) 
‘As you’ve probably heard’ or (as do the criticisms of the Concave 
committee meetings) ‘As many people know’. Overseas readers probably 
(almost certainly, in fact) have not heard and do not know — and the 
result, as they read such articles, is that they arc likely to feel excluded; 
that what is being related therein is not aimed at them and thus is not 
really their concern.

T’he point — and this is the fresh perspective provided by the 
NHS Management Executive communications report — is that you need 
to determine precisely what audience you arc writing for and how you 
wish to communicate with it. At present, THYME appears to be aimed 
primarily if not exclusively at an Australian audience, who are already 
aware of the context (Australian fandom) and can doubtless make perfect 
sense of the news it imparts. But if you wish to aim it at a primarily 
Australian audience, then there seems little point in circulating copies 
overseas — unless, that is, you’re prepared to switch the emphasis away 
from bare reportage and make more attempts to demonstrate, to show, 
to explain Australian fandom to the rest of the world.

It’s interesting to note, however, that even as the editor(s?) claim 
in their introduction to the criticisms of Concave committee meetings that 
they don’t know what I mean by ‘context’, they demonstrate elsewhere in 
THYME 85 that they do have some grasp of the concept by printing an 
article which discusses the growing together of Australian fandom’s media 
and literary streams — new information (to overseas readers) about 
underlying trends against which future reports can be mapped. Yet 
elsewhere in this same issue, the editors leave overseas readers stumbling 
in confusion by publishing a long letter about alleged mistreatment of 
Guests of Honour by Australian conventions without giving any back
ground for these complaints — because, it seems, they have implicitly 
assumed that everyone (including overseas readers) will already be aware 
of it; will know the context against which the complaints can be mapped 
and their validity thereby judged.

I also note that this same introduction to the criticisms of the 
Concave committee meetings also states that it’s unnecessary for THYME 
to give any more information for overseas readers than it already docs 
because most Australian readers don’t know what’s going on either, and 
don’t care (emphasis added). One is wryly amused by this; after all, if 
you believe that this is literally true, then why are you publishing a 
newszine in the first place?
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PS Whether or not you take onboard any of the foregoing, you 
really must do something about the length of some of your contributions 
— Greg Hills, for example, spends two-and-a-half pages describing just 
one day at Vampiricon, and in far more detail than it warrants. Did we 
really need a list of every costume in the masquerade, the names of 
everyone he recognised there, and the actually bloody directions from the 
hotel to the nearest restaurant? I doubt it. Even the editors must learn 
to edit themselves!

[Joseph, you are simply refusing to see what you don't want to see, 
while you are also seeing things that are not there. For example, 
refer to the introduction in question and point out the 'statement’ 
that says it’s ‘unnecessary ... to give any more information’. Point 
out the ‘claim’ that we don’t know what you mean by ‘context’. 
Neither exists.

[You are correct that we are ‘aimed primarily if not 
exclusively at an Australian audience’. Most of the copies going 
overseas are addressed to people with issues owed them dating from 
LynC and Clive's tenure, li e add few new' overseas names.

[ IJ/c commented on those aspects of Annie Hamilton's letter 
about Guests of Honour that we felt needed immediate response. 
H4* figured those blamed would defend themselves much better than 
we could. Else the editorial comments would be longer than the 
letter —something we try to avoid. As for Craig Mac Bride's letter, 
the only assumption it makes is that you know that Concave 2 was 
a badly run, undermanned disaster. It explains how this slate of 
affairs happened.

[1 must admit that depite a long association with British 
fandom, I still can't figure out a lot of what is going on because 
You Guys are so self-referential and your zines so lacking in context. 
Nope, we aren’t the only ones, and I personally kicked the cultural 
cringe habit long ago. Clean up your own backyard first. Greg]

Rest Fan Artist Ditmar
Craig Hilton Ditmars — what happened to Best Fannish
PO Box 430 Artist? More importantly, will the voting
Collie 6225 public take Best Australian sf/Fantasy Artist

to mean the same thing? At least it 
specifies that the nominee must actually be Australian, which is a 
refreshing change to a common loophole. The same thing applied to the 
West Australian Tin Duck’ awards, which did not specify that the best 
WA Fan Artist actually had to be a WA fan artist, and so Nick Statho- 
poulos ended up on the 1990 ballot list for his artwork in EIDOLON. I 
don’t suppose I’ll ever see Brad Foster or Teddy Harvia win a Ditmar, but 
on occasions it’s been technically possible.

But Best Australian sf/Fantasy Artist — how will it be interpreted 
by the voters? I think Stathopoulos is the better sf/fantasy artist but 
Gunn has done better in the role of fan artist. We shall see.

[No doubt we shall. I suspect that Best SF/Fantasy Artist is 
intended to allow ‘professional’ artists (such as, say, Nick 
Stathopoulos, who has done covers for Terry Dowling's books) a 
chance at a Ditmar without (ooh, horrors!) adding a sixth category 
or elmininating another category. Fan Artist often seems the 
‘wimpy’ category at voting time. That Syncon’s category throws 
apples and oranges together is unfortunate and serves to highlight 
the tension between the concepts of Ditmars as serious awards for 
professional excellence and as popular awards for fannish or 
professional endeavours. Greg]

Contextless Overseas Letter
Harry Andruschak I was interested in Greg Hills’ Opinion
PO Box 5309 about media and literary streams coming
Torrance together. Lotsa luck. Here in the USA, the
CA 90510-5309, USA split is obvious and I think accepted. Media 

fans find little of interest in literary cons, 
and vice versa. Indeed, the splintering of fandom has gone much further 
than that, with special cons devoted to fanzines, costuming, filksinging, 
and so on proliferating all over the landscape. I'll be attending (2orflu 9 
next year, which is being held in lx>s Angeles. It is strictly a fanzine fans’ 
convention.

Some of this splintering, In My Humble Opinion, is due to sheer 
blockheadcdncss. I -oscon 18 was held a couple of weeks ago and is the 
annual convention of LAST’S. I wore my Highland Attire (kilt, sporran, 
etc) simply because I wanted to. There was this one female who kept 
trying to get my money to attend a Costume con. I told her again and 
again I was not in ‘costume’, I was in Highland Attire, which is perfectly 
normal for men with Scottish connection or descent. She just didn’t 
understand. Pest.

Books banned in the USA. One of my favourite example 
happened right here in Los Angeles, where a book of Mother Goose 
stories was pulled from the school shelves. Perhaps you didn’t realise how 
subversive Mother Goose can be. But what do you make of the story of 
little Red Riding Hood? In this book, LRRH had a bottle of wine as 
well as the traditional goodies for Granmother. The last page of the story 
showed Grandmother drinking the wine and feeling better. LRRH was 
drinking herb tea, without caffeine I presume.

The anti-drug and alcohol groups felt it was not a good idea to 
show Grandmother feeling better after drinking the wine. T’hcy claimed 
impressionable young children might get the wrong idea, that wine was 
good or something like that. Tsk tsk. So now ail those kids no longer 
have the book, and have to make do with the numerous ads in newspapers 
and magazines showing that drinking wine makes you feel good.

'llien there is the Dr Seuss book that the tree cutting companies 
arc trying to ban. And of course, all the alleged sf fans trying to ban the 
Gor books. I think they should go after the Bible first, if it is sexism you 
want to censor.

1, of course, would never be so Politically Incorrect as to want to 
ban any reading material. Besides, I’d rather get the words Tn God We 
Trust’ off the US currency and the phrase ‘Under God’ out of the Pledge 
of Allegiance. First things first. "»•

Hello, Australian Friends
Art Widner
PO Box 677
Gualala
CA 95445, USA

Please forgive me for taking this means of 
communicating with you in lieu of the 
personal notes I owe so many of you, but 
Fate has dealt me some severe blows since
I left you fair land. It’s incredible that a 

year that started off so great could turn so sour in the second half.
My youngest son died of alcoholism on 26 August. He had been 

trying to get sober with the aid of Valium, but when he ran out he 
reverted to booze and the combination killed him. He had a ‘heart attack’ 
in a swimming pool and drowned.

I had just begun to recover from that and return to my long trek 
of moving all by myself from Orinda to Anchor Bay (please note my new 
address; Anchor Bay is too small to have its own PO), when I went for a 
routine health check in the process of transferring from the old hospital 
to the one nearest my ‘new’ home. They found that I had prostate cancer 
in an early stage. Fortunately, subsequent tests showed that it hadn’t 
spread anywhere and that I had a good chance of beating it with radiation 
treatments. I began those in early December and will continue through 
January. The side effects are not as bad as chemotherapy, but not very 
pleasant either.

So it will be February before I can begin catching up with crifanac 
— namely, getting YHOS back on a quarterly schedule and fulfilling my 
duties as US DUFF Adminstrator, to say nothing of cons, neglected apas, 
etc.

Rest assured that I have by no means forgotten you and the 
hundreds of favours and kindnesses shown me when I was there, and 
you’ve only to let me know how I can repay you and 1 will ‘make it so’. 
I have been following the news from Ozfandom with great interest, and 
fervently hope that Mark & Greg can keep up the excellent job they’re 
doing with THYME. Please help them so they won’t bum out.

THYME 85 was an excellent, meaty ish. The discussion of 
TOTAL RECALL is as interesting for what the debaters don’t say as well 
as for what they do say. I find it surprising that both Marks were able to 
get past all the gunfire and cyberpunk background, which for most 
American viewers completely blotted out the story, as 1 think the 
producers intended. The Hollywood attitude is ‘so what if it’s an 
intellectual theme by Phillip K Dick and his concern with dream versus 
reality? 1'hrow in enough SFX & SEX and nobody will notice.’ And
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A Remembrance for Dolly Gilliland

There was something wrong with the envelope when the letter arrived 
the other day. Usually the top left comer read ‘Dolly and Alexis’ — 
this time it only read Gilliland’. The whimisical ‘Via Air’ airship 
usually drawn on the envelope was also absent. But then, it was the 
Festive Season and you couldn’t expect every envelope to be 
individually detailed, could you?

1 nc letter proceeded politely enough with the normal 
pleasantries one exchanges at this time of the year. Promised were 
some books of Alexis’ delightfully twisted cartoons that I had 
requested. He wrote that a new book is due out in May, while another 
is in the works — always welcome news from a talent as tantalisingly 
perverse as Alexis’.

Then came an obituary that was written for Ixc Strong’s 
JLSE4 JOURNAL, dated November 27, 1991:

'Dolly died a Hale after noon today, after a short illness. ‘

I choked, and felt part of me drain away.
One of the great things about fandom is the feeling of family, 

of belonging. And for me that family extends across the globe to 
Arlington, Virginia.

1 first met Dolly and Alexis at Aussiccon II in 1985. The exact 
circumstances elude me now, but one incident stands out. It was just 
after the Hugo presentation, and Alexis had won Best Fan Artist. 
Dolly took my elbow and proceeded to tell me all that transpired at a 
party after the awards ceremony.

'Nick.1 I can't believe it!’
■What?’
‘Well, we had to take the Hugo (that thrusting silver phallus of 

an award) to the party because our room was in the other hotel, didn’t 
we? So Alexis out it in the middle of the table, and you wouldn ’t believe 
it!'

■What?’
‘Well, all these girls gathered around the Hugo. (A pregnant 

pause for effect.) And they started to fondle it!’
‘No!’

‘Yes. And then (in mock horror) one of them started to suck it 
off!’ We both giggled, and glancing over her shoulder to poor Alexis — 
who had been standing behind Dolly in mild embarrassment all this time 
— added: ‘I bet Alexis wished it was him!’

Alexis finally piped up with, ‘Yes but J don't have the stature of 
a Hugo . .

They were the perfect foils for each other. Alexis’ dry, laconic 
humour was complemented by Dolly’s effervescence and enthusiasm.

During the con they somehow always seemed to be wherever 
Ixwis, Marilyn and I happened to be. The same panel items, the same 
shops, even at the Melbourne Zoo when we visited after the con. So 
it was natural that we should all be together the following year in 
Washington when we were on our DUFF trip. I remember asking for 
the First Lady when I rang to let them know that we had arrived, and 
she indulged me by playing the part in her best Nancy Reagan 
impersonation.

While visiting a local mall, we wandered past a jeweller’s shop. 
Spying the glittering displays, Dolly developed a rather wicked grin. 
‘Let’s go in.’ We were dressed casually to say the least, and she must 
have sensed my trepidation. ‘You know, they’ve got no idea who has 
money. ITie rich never dress like they arc in case they get mugged . . .’ 
And of course the shop assistants didn’t risk our bank balances, which 
Dolly took full advantage of. Trays of the most incredibly precious 
stones were dutifully presented, only to be examined, tried, rejected. 
One particularly enormous solitaire was waved under Alexis’ nose. 
Exasperated but playing along, he drawled, ‘Haven’t yah got enough 
back home? And bigger!’ Dolly sighed, brushed away the fawning 
assistants, and we walked on.

I had the feeling that they had played this game before, and 
it was nice to have been included. Kinda like the new kid in the block 
being allowed to run with the ball. But then I was a fan, and that 
made me part of the extended family. And I know that I’m not the 
only member of the extended family who was treated to Dolly’s rare 
friendship, or was welcomed with the warmth of a mother, or shared 
the exuberant play of a kid sister.

Indeed, there must be many fans all around the globe who also 
feel as terribly empty inside as I do tonight.

— Nick Stathopoulos
1:42 am, 9/1/1992. Sydney, Australia

tin

here, they didn’t As to the parallels with South Africa, I’ll leave it to 
Paul Williams or some Dickian scholar to comment.

1 also read Merge Lanes Ahead with great interest. Would that 
US fandom had had a prophetic movement such as your ‘New Wave’. I 
hope that both ‘sides’ will listen and avoid the split we have had over 
here. Even though we have token ecumenical efforts like ‘Fanzine 
Rooms’ at major cons, I’m afraid it’s too late for us to bridge the gap that 
grew along with the expansion of fandom in general.

But Greg really hit the nail on the head with his reply to Jean 
Weber, warning of the dangers inherent in becoming too dependent of 
‘pro’ con runners. *. . . the amateur voice will be squeezed out . . 
‘participants would become audience. ... the essence would be gone.’ 
That’s exactly what happened here at major cons, and I pray you can 
avoid it.

As to the flap about ‘mistreatment of GoHs’, I don’t know quite 
what to make of it at this distance and in view of the lack of supporting 
evidence for ‘insults’. I’m tempted to say that it was too much ‘ama
teurism’ on the part of mediafen, although over here it seems to go the 
other way, with overmuch fawning on mere movie stars. At any rate, ‘par
ticipants becoming audience’ seems to have something to do with it. '•*

[Your letter arrived in the same post as Nick’s Dolly Gilliland 
obituary, above (though the juxtaposition is coincidental; I just 
wanted to run the obit on page 13). Though we already knew both 
your news, our sympathies, and those of many Australian fans, go 
out to you and to Alexis Gilliland at this mutually difficult time, 
'Riding in, in the rain ’. Greg]

Wc Also Heard From: Australia Post (2 We’re going to take longer and 
cost you more; isn’t that great?!1), I^orraine Cormack, Rosaleen 
Love (see Professional News), Irwin Hirsh, John Newman, Peter 
Simpson.

Egoboo: ‘Ian Gunn’s Fanimals strips are hilarious’ (Craig Hilton).

Subscriptions received since last issue: Steven Butler, Ixirrainc Cormack, 
Brian Forte, Craig Hilton, Ake E B Jonsson (Sverige), Gordon Lingard, 
Jan MacNally, Sian O’Neale, Lloyd Penney (Canada), Steve Probosch, 
Peter Simpson, Cheryl & John Straedc, Erwin ‘Filthy Pierre’ Strauss 
(USA), Anne Thompson. Glenn Tilley, Bcky Tully, Lucy Zinkiewicz. 
Welcome or Welcome Back, all of you, and Thank You!
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Magicon the Net
Magicon, this year’s Woridcon, is to be held in Orlando, Florida, USA 
from the 3rd io the 7th of September.

As of 1st December, Magicon had 3895 members, which figure 
breaks down as follows: 3435 Attending, 300 Supporting, 139 Child, 13 
Kids-in-toe, and 8 Guest members.

Attending membership rates are US$95 now, US$110 from 
lapr92, Child US$45 now, US$55 after lapr92, and Supporting US$25 till 
15jul92. Australians might prefer to send $A125 now, $A145 after lapr92, 
or $A40 Supporting, to Australian Agent Justin Ackroyd, PO Box 2708X, 
Melbourne 3001.

Rooms arc still available in all hotels, but they are filling fast. 
The Dealers Room is full, with a waiting list.

PR 5 and the Hugo nomination ballots ‘will be bulk-mailed in 
January’.

(Info thanks io Clive Nuwall, off the Net)

North American residents should send their votes to the North 
American Administrator, Art Widner, at PO Box 677, Gualala, CA 95445.

The candidates have agreed that, Art Widner willing, whichever 
candidate wins will immediately open nominations for the 1993 North 
America to Australia Race, with voting opening ar Magicon, in order to 
provide the longest possible run-in. This means that North American 
residents interested in attending Swancon 18, the 1993 Australian SF 
Convention in Perth should start getting their nominations together now.

The timetable for this year’s DUFF race was announced in 
THYME 82 and is unchanged as of 18th January. It is:

20 May Voting closes
1 June Announcement of winner
1 July Handover to new Administrator
3—7 Sept New Administrator attends Magicon.

Bowman Wins TAFF

Hills, Weddall for DUFF
Two candidates have come forward for the 1992 Australasia to North 
/Xmerica DUFF Race. Both have been involved with THYME and both 
arc members of the notorious Rogers Street Collective, a shadowy 
organisation allegedly devoted to a plot to Take Over fandom.

Greg Hills is a New Zealander (resident in Australia since 1986) 
and current co-editor of THYME.

Roger Weddall is a Melburnian (resident ever since, barring a 
little globe-trotting) and a past editor of THYME.

'Fhe winning candidate will attend Magicon, the 1992 World SF 
Convention in Orlando, Florida, USA.

By arrangement with GregTurkich, current Australasian DUFF 
Administrator, THYME is enclosing the official DUFF 1992 Voting Ballot 
for your use. The deadline for votes to reach a DUFF Adminstrator is 
20th May 1992. Australian votes should be sent to GregTurkich, 8 Protca 
St, Greenwood 6024 and should enclose a $2 donation to DUFF. 
Additional forms are available in Australia from Greg Turkich, THYME, 
or either candidate.

The 1992 TAFF Race to elect a North American delegate to attend 
Illumination, the 1993 British Eastercon (NatCon) was won by Jeanne 
Bowman in the first round. Jeanne received 27 votes in Europe and 60 
in North America for a total of 87 first preference votes. Runner-up 
Richard Brandt received 23 European and 58 North American votes for 
a total of 81 first preference votes. ‘Hold Over Funds’ received 2 first 
preference votes; the remaining ballots featured a variety of write-ins 
{Manual Noriega got a 4th preference in Morth America; Peewee Herman 
and Space Turkey apparently got first preference votes in Europe). 53 
European and 125 North American ballots were received for a total of 178 
ballots. 6 to 8 ballots from Australasia are run in with these figures. 
THYME calculates that 87 from 178 is only 49% of the first preference 
votes, indicating that if we have the correct numbers (this information was 
obtained via phone and we might have copied a number wrong), counting 
should really have gone at least another round after elimination of the 
write-ins with the least votes. Full details next issue.

TAFF’S current Administrators are: North America: Robert 
Lichtman, PO Box 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442, USA Europe: Pam Wells, 
24a Beech Rd, Bowes Park, London Nil 2DA, UK. Jeanne Bowman (to 
be new North American Administrator): PO Box 982, Glen Ellen, CA 
95442, USA. This issue’s info was all via Pam Wells.

‘Swancon 17: is this the Other natcon?’
Or: Strange News From Westralia

Uakej
The European SF Newsletter

... is a roughly bimonthly newsletter (in English) from 
Babel Publications, Caan van Necklaan 63, 
2281 BB Rijswijk ZH, THE NETHERLANDS

Phone (+31)-(70)-3950-128 
(before 9:30pm GMT)

. . . Subscriptions /25/8, US$15/9, £10/10 
cash, Eurocheque, American Express Money Order; 

add US$6 for other cheques or international giro transfer. 

‘What about this ‘Other Natcon* stuff, then? What are 
we trying to do — steal members from Syncon? No 
Way! Syncon is the official Australian National 
Convention for 1992, and we’re not arguing; in fact, it’s 
likely quite a few of us will be attending Syncon. It’s 
sure to be a great Convention. So what, then, are we 
suggesting? Only that if you’re a keen Convention 
attendee, there’s more than one Con that’s worth 
attending — that you’ll kick yourself for missing — in 
1992. Swancon 17 is going to be huge. Just take a look 
at our guest-list, our membership list. Have a glance at 
the program, the video and gaming streams, the social 
stream, the outdoor stream. Have no doubts — this 
Con will be as ‘Nationally Significant’ as any Natcon, and 
the fact that it’s not a Natcon isn’t going to hold us 
back!’

— SwanCon 17, November PR
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(The Editorial)
Congratulations, Subscribers!

Effective with this issue, the 512.0G Australian subscription pays 
for seven instead of six issues. The ‘12 months’ offer, however, is no 
longer available. We have done this for two reasons. First, four issues 
along, we are now confident of achieving our seven issues per year 
schedule, bccond, subscribei response has been so notable that 
assuming we continue to receive subscriptions at the present rate, we 
stand a good chance of breaking even financially in 1992. We therefore 
feel that our subscription policy can be eased a little. (Further easing 
will wait on the proof or disproof of this feeling.)

All full ($12) Australian subscriptions received before the 
deadline on this issue have been extended by one issue, taking them 
from the promised minimum of six to a definite seven issues. But as 
promised, the affected subscribers will still get every THYME produced 
in the 12 month period after they paid; our way of thanking them for 
providing crucial early financial support and encouragement before we 
had established a track record with THYME, 'lliank you!

DUFF
This year's DUFF Race holds a special interest, TT/KME-wise, as both 
candidates have edited THYME. Greg will not be using his position as 
a current editor to make of THYME itself a personal propaganda 
platform, lie would consider that an abuse of the magazine and not in 
its best interests. However, the next few issues will probably contain 
individual and joint DUFF' material from both candidates, integral and 
(more particularly) loose leaf. Please read it, consider it, and do 
remember to vote by 20th May.

North American readers in particular should start thinking now 
about the 1993 North America to Australasia Race, as whoever wins this 
race will be opening the next one al Magicon, to give the longest 
possible period for voting. Candidates need three North American and 
two Australasian nominators. If you want to run, or know someone 
who deserves to attend Swr»r>con 18 in Perth at Easter 1993, this is your 
opportunity!

— Greg Hills A Mark looney

News, People, Events

Changes of Address
Art Widner Scott Campbell l-cwis & Marilyn Paul Enever
PO Box 677 7 Augusta Rd 81 Sydney St (Richardson St,
Gualala New Town 7008 Riverstone 2765 Boulder, WA)
CA 95445, USA ph (002)-78-1851 #85 ret’d ‘unknown’.

Gordon Lingard 
PO Box 1550 
Armidale 2350

Births Deaths & Marriages

Sue & Vince Martin-Smith produced Craig Murray Martin-Smith near 
Xmas. Alan & Judy Wilson presented the world with 8.25 lb Timothy 
Edward Wilson on 28th December. Patricia Crowther & Rob Cox 
gave us Anneke Michelle Cox (71b 5oz) on the 16th of January.

Dolly Gilliland died 27/11/91 (sec obituary, page 13)
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Professional News
Sources this issue: Rosalcen Ix>vc (rl), Clive Newali (cn), Alan Stewart 
(as), Lucy Sussex (Is)

Lucy Sussex will be returning to full-time writing this year with the end 
of her full-time academic work. ■« (Is)

Rosalcen Ixwc’s book EVOLUTION ANNIE (a collection of short stories 
plus a novella) has been re-accepted by The Womens Press. To appear 
‘late 1992, more likely early 1993’. Stories include Involution Annie 
(HEROINES, compiled Dale Spender, Penguin 1991), The Palace of the 
Soul (OVERLAND, Winter 1991), The Heavenly Qty (ARENA 92, 1990), 
and her longest story yet, The Daughters of Darius (‘a novella really . . . 
all of 123 pages’).

Her story Tanami Drift was reprinted in ANGELS OF POWER, 
(ed Susan Hawthorn and Renate Klein, Spinifex 1991).

IT IE TOTAL DEVOTION MACHINE‘is locked in a warehouse 
pending resolution of yet another legal dispute. At least it can’t be 
pulped, if no one can get at it.’ Some of the stories from TDM are set 
reading for a course at the University of California, San Diego. The only 
way I could get copies to the course co-ordinator was by arranging for 
them to be air-freighted from the UK.’ (rl)

1991 World Fantasy Awards (as)

Novel: (Tied) THOMAS THE RHYMER by Ellen Kushner 
ONLY BEGOTTEN DAUGHTER by James Morrow

Novella: Bones by Pat Murphy
Short Fiction: A Midsummer Night’s Dream

by Neil Gaiman & Charles Vess
Collection: THE START OF THE END OF IT ALL

AND OTHER STORIES by Carol Emshwiller 
Anthology: BEST NEW HORROR

ed. Stephen Jones & Ramsey Campbell
Artist: Dave McKean
Life Achievement: Ray Russell
Special Award, Professional: Arnie Fenner
Special Award, Nonprofessional: Richard Chizmar (Cemetary Dance)

ASIMOV'S, ANALOG, ELIJERY QUEEN'S sold to Doubleday/DeU. ‘Last 
Friday’ (presumably 17th January), Davis Publications sold ISAAC ASI
MOV'S SF MAGAZINE, ANALOG, and ELLERY QUEEN’S MYSTERY 
MAGAZINE to a subsidiary of Doublcday/Dcll Publishing. ” (cn)

I1TYME Cancels Professional News! Well, not this issue, but probably 
next. After four issues, this is the weakest column and the one that 
requires most editorial ‘pumping’ to make it go. In fact, despite a soft 
policy on issue credits for professional news, the usual result would be so 
much vacant space without the invaluable help of Lucy Sussex and 

occasional last-minute Editorial phone calls to local writers. (Toll calls? 
On my income? To help you make money? Forget it!) Rosalcen Love’s 
letter this time illustrates what we want (thank you!) — and too rarely get. 
So from next issue any professional news will be run in with the short 
news section and the ‘Professional News’ section and easy-to-find heading 
will be history.

I regard this as a personal defeat, since the only reason we 
essayed this column was that I thought there was sufficient interest in 
what our local writers and creative people were up to for such news to 
merit a section of its own and that it would generate enough material to 
justify its existence. Evidently I was wrong. To say that I am 
disappointed is an understatement.

To those who have whinged and will whinge that ‘fan’ publications 
spend too little time paying attention to the local sf producers, remember 
this: the space was here, seven times a year. You didn’t take it.

Short News
Eric IJndsay hopes to attend Confusion, Boskonc, Capncon, and Corflu 
during his 1992 US trot. He is open to suggestions on other cons He will 
be in the US from 22nd January to 2nd March.

Syncon ”91 may not have been the biggest con ever held ("attendcnce 15- 
30") but ‘at least the committee turned up’. ■»

Doctorcon *. . . should be a lot of fun and general chaos! We're intending 
to break NZ convention tradition by keeping on time and to the pro
gramme!’ [What? That’s almost heresy.) ‘I’m hoping that this weekend 
will be a very fan-oriented event — what am I saying? We've got no 
Guest of Honour, so it’ll have to be!’ [Sounds good to us.) ‘I’m the only 
member of the committee who’s been to more than two conventions; five 
haven’t been to any!’ [Oops, there goes the neighbourhood.) ‘We’ve got an 
estimated attendence of 100 (a recent newspaper report incorrectly 
printed "100" as "350" — slight exaggeration), so we shouldn’t do too 
badly.’ (David Lawrence) [I ran the 1980 NZ National (111 members) 
with only two helpers, and none of us had been to more than one con before. 
Good luck! We’d be interested in the Post-con Book. Greg)

The MSIC has been ‘The Melbourne Science Fiction Club, Inc1 since the 
19th of December, but has only just learnt about the success of its appli
cation as Oz Post’s efficiency was down to its usual standard (ie, they lost 
the letter).

Round The Clubs
The MSI’C Meeting of 7th December was a ‘Gourmet Hot Dog’ night, 
with Les Robertson, James Allen, and Jeanette Tipping ably serving up 
rolls containing red thingys with all the fixings. Attendance peaked 
somewhere above 50. The Lego table outdid itself; Ian Gunn’s wandering 
solicitation of donations to help buy more Lego pieces possibly having 
something to do with it. THYME 85 was hawked and some earnest 
smoffing and a lot of tomfoolery was enjoyed in dark comers. ■"

The MSFC meeting of 17th January was ‘Wheel of Fandom’. About 45 
people turned up. A toothed wheel (we call it that advisedly as it fanged 
Geoff Tilley at one stage) was set up and tickets were handed out to all 
attendees as they arrived. Ticket stubs were drawn from a hat and the 
tickctholdcrs had to spin the wheel twice and answer a question after each 
spin. Categories were ‘SF (bloody litfans), ‘Fantasy*, ‘Movies’, ‘TV’, and 
‘Back to the Audience’. Later, pieces of paper with letters on were 
pinned face down to a convenient curtain and the contestants had to guess 
the book or film title or person’s name so concealed, a letter at a time. 
But who the heck is ‘John Foyster’?

The Nova Mob Yum Cha on the 7th saw the Mob (with visiting Wcstra- 
lian lan Nicholls) turn out in force at the Dragonboat Restaurant. 
Hilarity and Angst were the order of the day, along with apologies 
whenever elbows jogged al the overcrowded main table. •»»
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January 1992
23 jan [WJ Phoenix Modellers SIG Meeting
24—27 jan [P] I~hc Festival of the Imagination (Swanton 17). Targets the 

sf professional, includes seminar on Teaching SF, Writer’s 
Workshop, Short Story Competition. (See Convention Calendar)

2A jan [MJ MSFC Coffee & cake & conversation
25—27 jan [CJ CanCon *92 (see Convention Calendar)
25 jan [P] Net 23 NO MEETING due to SwanCon 17
26 jan [M] Threads BBQ Studley Park Boathouse kiosk (2D F8) 

10am—6pm
27 jan [BJ Conquest Beach Party
31 jan [MJ MSFC Spot the Brain Cell. ran you act? Mam it up!

February 1992
5 feb [A] Crit Mass L Bray. Science Fiction Art
5 feb [MJ Nova Mob Monthly meeting
7 feb [MJ MSFC Chinese New Year; bring a plate
8 feb [MJ Who Et Brutus? Fundraiser, Glenhuntly Park Pavilion, Neerim 

& Booran, Caulfield. $35. Info (03)-557-7088 8—10pm.
8 feb [P] Net 23 Fortnightly meeting?
9 feb [M] MSFC Puffing Billy/Lakeside BBQ (Belgrave Stn noon)

12 feb [W] Phoenix Monthly meeting
14 feb [MJ MSFC Computer games!
15/16 feb [A] Ihe Contract (see Convention Calendar)
15 feb [MJ St Valentine’s Feast 2 by Red Squadron. Townhouse, 701 

Swanston St, 7—12pm. Formal dress. SSAE and $30/head to ‘Red 
Squadron’, PO Box 22 IE, Ballarat East 3350 by 10 Feb

16 feb [MJ 'Threads Papier Mache Workshop (limit 10 people) 
11am—4pm

21 feb [MJ MSFC Viewmaster 3-D (bring a viewmaster)
22 feb [P] Net 23 Fortnightly meeting?
23 feb [BJ Conquest Meeting, Qld Uni of Tech, Garden Point Campus, 

Building B
23 feb [MJ Threads Crafts picnic, Royal Botanic Gdns Craft Cottage, 

Alexandra Ave (2G B10), Gate H, 11am—4pm
28 feb [MJ MSFC ‘Celebrity Heads’ — come and see a lot of people make 

fools of themselves

March 1992
1 mar [MJ MSFC MSFC/Austrek combined picnic @ Dinosaur World 

Pari, Creswick

4 mar [A] Crit Mass B Forte: either The Left Hand of SF or A Week 
With George Turner

6—8 mar [S] Newtcon (see Convention Calendar)
6 mar [MJ MSFC Stone Soup (bring an ingredient)

11 mar [W] Phoenix Monthly meeting
13 mar [MJ MSFC! Mask-making night
15 mar [MJ Threads Beginners Sewing (limit 5 people) 11am—4pm
20 mar [MJ MSFC ST.TNG Computer Quiz
27—29 mar [BJ Conquest Camp Warrawee Relaxacon
27 mar [M| MSFC Swap Cards night (BYO cards)
28—29 mar [M| Kittyron (see Convention Calendar)

April 1992
1 apr [A] Crit Mass J Harris An Oddly-Shaped Tree-Root (reprise) else 

What is it that Jeff and John have been arguing about?
3 apr |M| MSFC Auction! (%age or donation)
4 apr [MJ 'Illreads BBQ Williamstown Little Theatre, 2 Albert St (56 

B7) 11am—6pm
8 apr [W| Phoenix Monthly meeting

10 apr [MJ MSFC Come As Your Favourite Detective (Food & Videos)
17—20 apr [S, NZ] Syncon *92, Contradiction, Discontinuity (see 

Convention Calendar)
17 apr [MJ MSFC GOOD FRIDAY. NO MEETING
24 apr [M] MSFC These are a few of my favourite things Show & Tell
26 apr [B] Conquest Meeting, Qld Uni of Tech, Garden Point Campus, 

Building B

Later 1992
1 may [MJ MSFC! ‘Horse’ Races!
6 may [AJ Crit Mass Z Bekric The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine: 

FANTASTIC FOUR 40-70
8 may [MJ MSFC Panel of ‘Experts’ (See people crap on about silly 

subjects they know nothing about)
22 may [MJ MSFC Quiz Night (usual tricky questions)
29 feb [MJ MSFC Nightmare — The Video Board Game Night
31 may [BJ Conquest Party
3 jiin [A] Crit Mass I Mackereth Another Funny Thing Happened on the 

Way to Critical Mass
28 jun [BJ Conquest General Meeting, Qld Uni of Tech, Garden Point 

Campus, Building B

Continued Next Issue__

Regular Events
[AJdeiaxie Critical >1—« meets 8pm first Wednesday monthly to talk about sf A related 

subjects. Venue South Anstraban Writers Centre, 2nd Floor, 155 Pine St, 
Adelaide. Some members eat dinners downstairs beforehand. Inpbo (08)-261-3721

[BJrabane Conquest meets 12—6pm Sunday 6-weekly. Inpbo (07)-355- 6687
[Bjrisbene Brisbane Dr Who Fan CM) meets 10am—5pm Sunday in alternate months.

Venue OUT. Info PO Box 10308, Brisbane 4000
[CJariberra Canberra SF Society meets alternate Thursdays (public service paydays) at Griffin 

Centre or a restaurant. Inpho (06)-290-1698
[Mjekxxirne Friday Nigbting is probably the easiest way to meet Mebourne fans. Front up 

at Myers KAM Food Mall (off Elizabeth St) 6pm Fridays; the fans take over the 
two big tables in the main section ot the mall

[Mjetxiurnc Metxxirne SF Club meets 7:30pm Fridays at St. David's Church Hall, 74 
Melville Rd, West Brunswick. (Take a No. 55 tram, get out at Stop 33. Meiway 
map 29, C-6). Inpho (03)-370-0503

|M)ebourne Nova Mob meets -6pm first Wednesday monthly for dinner (currently the 
lirawan Thai, 205 Swan St, Richmond) the adjourns @ 8 to talk about sf <% related 
subjects. Inpho (03)-429-8354

|M)etx>ume Threads SF Handcrafts A Costumes. Each meeting features different aspects. 
Numtiers limited at some meets; ring for update. Inpho (03)-553-3457

[PJerth Nel weak 23 meets 730pm every 2nd Saturday at 16 Buhmba Rd, Nedfanda. (Bus 72 
or 103). Inpho (09)-386-6110, (09)-313-1568

[PJerth Westnek meets 8pm last Friday monthly at Lapidary A Rock Hunting Hall, 31—35 
Gladstone Rd, Riverdale. $2 door fee. Inpbo (09)-362-5713

(Sjydney Blue Mountains SF Group meets first Friday monthly. Inpbo (047)-51-5740 or 
(047)-59-2187

[Sjydney Penrith Area/Western Sydney SF Group meets 2nd Saturday monthly. Inpbo (047)- 
313-035 or (047J-36-5795

[Sjydncy Southern (Sydney) SF Group meets 2pm Saturday (frequency not stated). Inpho 
(02)534-3595

[Sjydncy Sydney Fans Incorporated organises things, including Woodstock Round Tbbte (a 
Sydney version of the Nova Mob). Meets 2pm, Woodstock Community CrrWnr. 
Church St, Burwood. Inpho (maybe) (02)-635-4025, (02)-798-8001 A.H.

(Wellington Phoenix SF Society meets 7:30pm 2nd Wednesday monthly @ Hotel St George, 
Willis St. Inpho ( + 64-4)-477-0165

Information in Social Calendar is updated each issue with whatever 
comes to hand. To get your group listed in Regular Events drop 
us a line with basic contact info similar to that shown above. Ditto 
to correct info in either listing. Our next deadline is 1 st March.
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1992
SWANCON 17 (WA General) 24-27 January 1992
Ilie Ascot Inn, 1 Epsom Ave, Belmont, Perth. GsoH Terry Dowling and 
Nick Stathopoulos. Rates $45 to lfeb92. $15 Sup. Rooms $50 night, 
sing/doub. Mail PO Box 227, North Perth 6006

SA DR WHO FAN CLUB MINICON (Adelaide Dr Who) 25 Jan 1992 
Little Theatre, Adelaide Uni. Goll Mark Strickson (‘Turlough’, 1983— 
1984). $15/1, $35 family of 3. No other info.

CANCON *92 (Canberra Games) 25—27 January 1992
University of Canberra. By Onbcrra Games Soc Games, roleplaying, 
dinner, costume parade. No other into. Maii CanCon, GPO Box 1016, 
Canberra City 2601

'll IB. (X)NTRACr (Adelaide General) St Valentine’s (15/16 Feb) 1992 
Relax in the Adelaide Hills. Goll John The Godfather’ Foyster. Rates 
$5 Sup. No other details. Mail The Mob’, PO Box 428, Prospect 5082

OZCON *92 (Australian Comic Book) 22—23 February 1992
Sydney Convention & Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour. 2-day Passes 
$25, 1-day Pascs $15. Mail ‘Australian Comic Book Convention’, PO Box 
A1359, Sydney South 2000.

NnwrCON *92 (Sydney Trek) 6-8 March 1992
Hunter Country Lodge & Restaurant, Cessnock/Branxton Rd, Pokolbin, 
Rothbury. Rates $15. Rooms $95 sing, $60 doub, $65 twin, $53 trip, $45 
quad, per person. Two nights deposit. Wine tour $45, includes Sat lunch. 
BBQ $15. Mail c/- Peter McMullen, 34 Brown St, Cressnock 2325 .

KTTTYCON (Melbourne General) 28/29 March 1992
Site tba. GoH tba. Relaxacon with a literary tilt. Get psyched up for 
SynCon Constantinople drops its, er, litter preparatory to bidding at 
SynCon to become the 1994 Australian SF Convention. Rates tba (Pro
bably $30-$35). Mail KittyCon, PO Box 212, World Trade Centre 3005

SYNCON *92 (1992 Australian NatCon) 17-20 April 1992
Shore Inn, Artarmon. Ihcmc The Art of SF. GsoII Michael Whelan, Nick 
Stathopoulos. Keynote Speaker Sean McMullen. Rates $80 to 10apr92, $90 
door. Unemp/Stud/Pens $45. $25 Sup. Rooms $95 per room (sing/doub/ 
twin). Banquet $25 person buffet. Mail GPO Box 429, Sydney 2001

CONTRADICTION (NZ General) 17-20 April 1992
Picton Whalers Inn, Picton. GsoH Heinlein, Herbert, Hubbard (all RIP). 
Rates NZ$25, NZ$10 Sup. Banquet NZ$27 buffet. Rooms NZ$70 sing, 
NZ$44 doub, NZ$29 trip, NZ$22 quad (per person) 1 night’s deposit by 
15/8/91. Mail PO Box 11-812, Manners St 6034, New Zealand

DISCO NTINU11Y (NZ Modellere/General) 17—20 April 1992
Allenby Park Motor Lodge, Papatoctoe. GsoH Terry Pratchett, Maureen 
Thomas, Peter Hassall. Rates NZ$45 to 31mar92, then NZ$50. NZ$15 
Day. NZ$20 Sup. Banquet NZ$30. Rooms NZ$85 sing/twin, NZ$90 trip, 
NZ$125 fam. Mail PO Box 74013, Market Rd, Auckland, New Zealand

HOIXJDICnON (1992 Star Trek) 15-17 May 1992
Gazebo Hotel, Elizabeth Bay, Sydney. GsoH Patrick Stewart, Richard 
Arnold. Rates $140 to Feb92, then $160. $20 Sup. Rooms ? - 35% 
discount on normal rates. Mail PO Box 157, Matraville 2036

SHAKYCON (1992 NZ National) 29 May-1 June 1992
West Plaza Hotel, Wellington. GsoH Joe Haldeman, Rex Ihompson. 
Rates NZ$45, NZ$50 door, NZ$20 Sup. Rooms $100 + GSF/room. Phone 
(+64-4)-4770-165. Mail PO Box 11-559, Manners St, New Zealand

I1ONGCON *92 (1992 Media NatCon) 6-8 June 1992
Hotel Adelaide. GsoH Neil Gairnan, Danny Elfman, Paul Cornell, Shane 
Morrissey. Rates $75, $95 door. $30 Sup. Rooms $90 doub/twin, third 
person. Mail PO Box 160, Rundle Mall, Adelaide 5000

MAGICON (1992 WoridCon) 3-7 September 1992
Orange County Civic & Convention Centre, Orlando, Florida. GsoH Jack 
Vance, Vincent DiFatc, Walt Willis. TM Spider Robinson. Rates $A125 
to 31/3/92, $A145 to 15/7/92, US$135 door. $A40 Sup. Cheques payable 
to Justin Ackroyd (Oz Agent). PRs are airmailed. Mail J Ackroyd 
(Magicon Agent), GPO Box 2708X, Melbourne 3001

CONJUNCTION 3 (Melbourne Fusion) 18—20 September 1992
Sheraton Hotel, Melbourne. Theme Animals in SF. GsoH Merv Binns, 
Shane Morrissey, Cath Ortlieb. Rates $45. $10 Sup. Phones (03)-386-2518, 
(03)-370-05()3. Mail PO Box 203. Glcnroy 3046 (Note Change!)

ROBOCON (Brisbane Media) 18—20 September 1992
Gateway Hotel, North Quay, Brisbane. Theme Robots. Goll tba. IXloll 
Ian MacLcan. Rates $75. $15 Sup. Phone (07)-398-1561. Mail Conquest 
*92, GPO Box 1376, Brisbane 4001

1993 & Later
THE CONVEN'llON (lit/media, mostly media) 22—25 January 1993 
Rad Pres Hotel, Melbourne. GsoH Bjo & John Trimble, Ray Barrett, 
Peter Sumner, Paton Forster. Rates $120 to ljul92, $140 to 22jan92 
(installment plan avail). $20 Sup Phone (03)-557-7088 8—10pm. Mail PO 
Box 322, Bentleigh 3204

SWANCON 18 (1993 Aust NatCon) 8-12 April 1993
Ascot Inn, 1 Epsom Ave, Belmont, Perth. Theme Apocralvpse Wow! 
GsoH Terry Pratchett, Craig Hilton. Banquet tba. Rates $50 ($25 Child) 
to Easter 1992. $20 Sup. Rooms $65 sing/doub/twin/trip. Payable to The 
Ascot Inn. Mail PO Box 318, Ncdlands 6009

DEFCON (*93 NZ National/Aust Media NatCon) 4—7 June 1993
Hotel St George, Willis St, Wellington. GsoH tba, David Gerrold, Mark 
Harris (NZ Fan), Gail Adams (Aust Fan). Rates $A45 to 1/6/92, $A50 
to 31/10/92. $A25 Sup. Hucksters Tables $A20 amateur (club, con), $A80 
professional. Rooms NZ$60 sing, NZ$75 twin/doub, NZ$85 trip. NZ$20 
deposit required. Mail PO Box 30-905, Lower Hutt, New Zealand

STAR WALKING II (Melbourne Media) 12—14 June 1993.
Townhouse Hotel, 701 Swanston St, Melbourne. Theme All Things 
Strange and Alien. GoH tba. Special GoH Lisa Cowan (rnktng consultant 
to Lucasfilms). Rates $120 ($150 at door), $50 day. $30 Sup. Banquet $45. 
Phone (03)-755-2361. Mail PO Box 118, Springvale 3171

CONFRANOSCO (1993 WoridCon) 3-6 September 1993
Mcscone Convention Centre. GsoH Larry Niven, Tom Digby, Alicia 
Austin, Wombat (Jan Howard Finder). Toastmaster Guy Gavriel Kay. 
Dead GoH Mark Twain. Rates US$85. US$25 Sup, Age 0-8 free with 
guardian, Unattended Child 7—12 at lsep93 US$30 Mail: 712 Bancroft 
Rd, Suite 1993, Walnut Creek, CA 94598, USA.

CONSTANTINOPLE (Bid for BOTH 1994 NatCons) 1^4 April 1994. 
Southern Cross Hotel, Melbourne. Rates $5 Pre-sup, $80 full to 31/12/92. 
Mail PO Box 212, World Trade, Melbourne 3005

CONADIAN (1994 Woridcon)
Winnipeg. Rates US$60. US$25 Sup. More info when we see it . . . Mail 
Box 2340, Winnipeg, MB, CANADA R3C 4A7

This space too small for a fillo.

To the best of our knowledge, information in these listings is 
correct at time of printing. However, prospective members of any 
Convention listed here should contact the Convention concerned 
for up-to-date information. We accept no responsibility for loss or 
inconvenience due to incorrect or out-of-date information.
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Book Releases

These listings are distilled from release lists sent to us by Austra
lian pubfishers and distributors. As we don't list titles from lists we 
don't see, we make no claim of completeness.

Format is: Author/s, (Series Title) Title, Publisher, ISBN, Price.

January Releases
Penguin Books Australia
J»mn Ijotrdex (Forgotten Realms: Empires Trilogy 3) Crusade, Penguin. 0144)14586-9, SI 195
Robert Thuraton (Battletech 2) Bloodname, Penguin, ISBN 014-015242-3, $1195

February Releases

Penguin Books Australia
Jack Chalkcr (Soul Rider 3) Masters of Flux A Anchor, ISBN 014-012316-4, $1195
Grubb A Ncwak (Forgotten Realms: Finder’s Stone Trilogy 3) Song of the Saurials, Penguin, 

ISBN 014-015966, $1195
Robert Jordan (Wheel of Time 2) The Great Hunt, Futura, ISBN 0-7088-8364-8. $24.95
Anne McCaffrey Sassinak, Futura, ISBN 0-7088-5243-2, $1195
larry Niven Inconstant Moon, Futura, ISBN 0-7088-8375-3, $1195
Stewart Stevens Superstrings (non-fiction), ISBN 0-7474-0583-2, $1695
Michaei White Stephen Hawking: A Life in Science (Biography), ISBN 0-670-84013-0, $35.00

Books Received
Stephen Baxter RAFT
Grafton pb 2/92, 251pp, $11.95, ISBN 0-586-21091-1 grh
This is a first novel, by a writer I am unfamiliar with. The blurbs include 
puffs from the likes of Joe Haldeman, Charles Sheffield, and Bob Shaw; 
the Acknowledgements include Larry Niven, David Brin, and Eric Brown, 
Arthur C Clarke, and David Pringle as well as Sheffield, Haldeman, and 
Shaw. With a lineup of praise from on-line talent like that, the reader 
might expect to be in for a feast of sensawunda, and this is certainly 
borne out in the reading. This book is full to the chocks with strange and 
exciting concepts and ideas.

On the down side, however, it reads like second-rate Niven. 
Indeed, the comj>arison that flexed its haunches and exploded into view 
was with Niven’s SMOKE RING novels — THE SMOKE RING and THE 
INTEGRAL TREES. But judge for yourself:

The scenario is an alternate universe where gravity is a billion 
times stronger than the feeble thing it is in our universe. Stars are a mile 
in diameter and very short-lived. They form on and fall in from the edges 
of gaseous nebulae that accrete around black holes. Deep in the nebulae 
are regions where waste gasses are dense enough and of the right consti
tution (somehow) to support human life. This is just as well, for 
generations ago a spaceship found its way into this strange universe and 
the crew have lived in one such nebula ever since.

The descendents of the crew have split into three distinct groups: 
the Bonies, cannibals who live on the calciferous remains of their 
ancestors; the Miners, who have built a ‘Belt’ community around a bumt
out star and are mining it for iron; and the Rafters, who live on a plate
like structure centred on the cut-up remains of the original space ship and 
its intact bridge section.

The protagonist is Rees, a young Miner who has gradually 
become aware that the environment is deteriorating but who lacks the 
knowledge to explain the phenomenon or find a cure. He stows away on 
one of the dirigible trees that the Rafters use to stabilise their Raft and 
to carry on trade with the Miners. On the Raft he learns many things, 

and eventually — after Baxter sends him on a tour of the nebula —■ 
discovers a way by which some of the human castaways can save 
themselves from the oncoming disaster.

Inconsistencies are rife. The Bonies got their start because the 
enhanced gravity of this strange universe meant that the escape velocity 
of the lifeboat they lived in was too great for them to fling dead bodies 
away. Food shortages eventually resulted in their cannibalistic lifestyle, 
living on the surface of the gradually growing boneheap that encysted 
their ship. But elsewhere in the book, there seems no difficulty in sending 
a dead body away from the much larger bridge section of the ship — or, 
for that matter, the Raft itself. A spear which was thrown, looped around 
the dead star of the Miners and back to the source, then ‘sailed away into 
the air’ — an interesting dynamic between air resistance and velocity.

This book exists solely to explore Baxter’s universe, ana 
unfortunately a lot of plausibility was sacrificed in order to accomplish the 
grand tour. The book ends in an indeterminate note just as the escaping 
castaways enter the new nebula and meet — intelligent shrubs? We won’t 
know the answer unless this book sells enough copies to persuade the 
publishing accountants to pay out for a sequel. Don’t hold your breath.

Robert Silverberg THE FACE OF THE WATERS
Grafton pb 1/92, 428pp, $11.95, ISBN 0-586-21106-3 gift

Silverberg is a writer I have a lot of time for. He writes well, and 
has maintained that quality over many books of differing types. This 
book is written to standard, but I am a little disappointed with it.

The book is set on Hydros, a water world, in a future where the 
Sun has gone nova and the remnants of the human race are scattered in 
pockets across many worlds, often merely tolerated by the indigenes. 
Such is the case on Hydros, where the amphibious ‘Gillies’ refuse even to 
allow the construction of a spaceport which would allow humans to go as 
well as come. Instead the human residents, unable to leave, form small 
backwards ghettoes on unused portions of the huge floating islands the 
Gillies have built for themselves.

The story starts on Sorve Island, where a human mistreats and 
inadvertently kills some semi-intelligent ‘divers’. By means which only 
become clear at the end of the book, the Gillies are aware of this and 
they order all humans to leave Sorve. The 78-member human community 
wants to stay together, but similar settlements on nearby islands refuse to 
take more than a dozen or so individuals each. Things look bleak until 
the individual responsible for the deaths of the divers claims to have 
found a refuge willing to take everyone — the human community on 
Grayvard Island. So the humans embark on six ships and set off into the 
watery wilds, most believing that they are ix>und for Grayvard. But their 
true destination, known to few, is not Grayvard but the only sizable land 
on Hydros — the Face of the Waters, shunned by all known native life.

The voyage and its adventures accounts for the bulk of the book, 
and is interesting enough. I was a little perturbed by Silverberg’s fasci
nation with some of the parasitic life of Hydros, and unable to square 
some of the varieties described with the Gaean viewpoint presented at the 
end of the book, since they are at odds with the co-operative system 
implied by Silverberg’s revelation, even assuming that non-assimilated 
humans are the walking targets suggested. This situation improves if one 
denies the Gaean view and interpretes it as just another parasite, one that 
infests the mind rather than the body, but in that case questions raised 
early in the book are left unanswered and the plot comes apart. I think 
that the Gaean view is intended to be the ‘truth’, but my difficulty with 
these details of background accounts for my dissatisfaction with the book.

Another sticking point is the ‘magnetron’ in each ship, used to 
ease the vessels over the tidal waves caused by the several moons. 
Delagard’s family’s personal property be damned — in a community such 
as the human ghetto on Sorve Island, hungry for electricity, such a 
treasure would be quickly ‘nationalised’.



DUFF 1992 - Voting Ballot
Greg Hills I was born in New Zealand in 1958 and moved to Australia in 1986. I got started in

fandom by joining the N3F in 1977 — I am the only non-North American resident ever 
elected to the N3F Directorate. Inevitably I have progressed to mediocrity and the editorship of THYME, ‘The 
Australasian SF News Magazine’. Meantime I have ran a successful national convention, founded a still-existing 
apa, produced hundreds of fanzines, and written thousands of letters.

Short of sealing myself in an envelope (can’t afford the postage), DUFF is my only hope of meeting some 
of my North American friends at Magicon.

Nominated by Sheryl Birkhead, Ian Gunn, Craig Hilton, Lloyd Penney, Jean Weber.

Roger Weddall an unassuming, incorrigibly friendly fellow with fannish credentials in the areas of 
fanzine production, convention creation and intercontinental correspondence.

good at listening to people’s stories (because he’s interested in them); not bad at telling a few stories of his 
own.

an enthusiasuu »eeker after fme iced and good c<nnpanv, has been known tj discuss religion and fannish 
sexual politics al) at. the same time, but. is equally happy in dusk-till-dawn, raging dance party animal mode, 

blessed — or is that, cursed — with an absurd, dry sense of humour. Likes hugging and being hugged.
Extra bonus: comes complete with proven record as reliably capable administrator of other people’s monies.

Howzat!

Nominated by Bruce Gillespie, Teddy Harvia, Dick & Nicki Lynch, Marc Ortlieb, Nick Stathopoulos.

Please print your name & address clearly & legibly:

Send your completed ballot and $2 voting fee to one of the Administrators:

D UFF A ustralasia DUFF North America
Greg Turkich Art Widner
8 Protea Street PO Box 677
Greenwood 6024 Gualala, CA 95445
Australia USA

I vote for (list 1, 2, 3, etc):

Greg Hills

Roger Weddall

Write-in_________________________

Hold Over Funds

No Preference

Signature:

Name:

Address:

If you think you may be unknown to the 
administrators, please give the name of a fan or 
fan group to whom you are known:

Reproduction and distribution of this ballot is encouraged, as long as you reproduce it verbatim. 
This ballot originally prepared and produced by THYME under directions from Greg Turkich.
: ■.....  /-'T



Swancon 17 November Report 24pp A5 SSAE/Join. See Convention 
Calendar. Received at the end of December.

Swancon 18 PR 1 16pp A5 SSAE/Join. Sec Convention Calendar First 
PH trom tne 93 A,'<f’dia«< Naicon, bedevilled by disk crashes and stolen 
Macintoshes.

Tafjervescent 3 4pp A4. Pam Wells, 24a Beech Rd, Bowes Park, London 
Nil 2DA, GREAT BRITAIN. The European-end TAFF newsletter.

/-*■ IP i?pn A4 Art /donation. (a)(a)(3), PO Box 78-104, 
Grey Lynn, NEW ZEALAND. Magazine of the Anarchist Alliance of 
Aotcama.

Victoricon Post-Con Report 13pp A4. Victoricon, PO Box 8035, Northland 
Centre 3072. The committee locks Pack from now to the day they took 
over from the previous committee to save the con. They succeeded

Warp 82 32pp A5 NZ$20/year surface, NZ$25 Oz air. NASF, PO Box 
5516, Dunedin, NEW ZEALAND. Letters, review, club & fan news — a 
fat and interesting issue barring the Noticeboard on page 26.

Weber Woman’s Wrevenge 41 16pp A4 Act/$2. Jean Weber, 7 Nicoll Ave, 
Ryde 2112. Jean's North American it ip, Lyn McConchie dor.r. on tne 
farm, letters & reviews. (That interviewer resembles Roger W.)

JFe Came In Through The Taffroom Window 4pp A4. Jeanne Bowman, 
PO Box 982, Glen Ellen, CA 95442-0982, USA & Richard Brandt, 4740 
N. Mesa #111, E! P»cn TX 79912. USA. Bits by the TAFF candidates.

- HR ST FOLD -

----Deadline for next issue: 1st March 1992 -----

Who Did What
THYME is co-edited by Greg Hills and Mark looney.

Layout ana assign: Greg Hills. Subscriptions: Mark Lon<*y.
Artist: Ian Gunn. Columnist: t erry Frost.

Agents: Goudrioan (Europe), Lloyd Penney (Canada).

Address: THYME, PO Box 428, Richmond 3121.

Word processor and desktop publisher. Word Perfect 5JL Hardware 
80386-25MHz IBM-compatible computer, GeniScan 4500 hand scan
ner. Sharp JX-9500E laser printer, temperamental Canon NP-500 
photocopier.

Contributors Addresses: Pauline Butler, PO Box 3, Manapouri, NZ. 
Terry Frost, 68 Rochester Rd, Balwyn 3103. Ian Gunn, PO Box 567, 
Blackburn 3130. Craig Hilton, PO Box 430, Collie 6225. Kim Huett, 
PO Box 679, Woden 2606. Nick Stathopoulos, 17 Norfolk St, 
Blacktown 2148. Fnii Wiodnrczvk, PG I mix 41, West Brunswick 3055.
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